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1.1 Introduction 

”For time and the world do not stand still. Change is the law of life. And those 

who look only to the past or the present are certain to miss the future.” (John F. 

Kennedy) 

Humans have always been searching for new things and have always wanted to 

make a progress, to evolve. If we look back at our history we can see that 

inventions which seemed astonishing or unattainable have became common 

concepts. Leonardo da Vinci was unassailable a gifted person.  He made an 

important contribution to different fields such as aeronautics, astronomy, 

optics or streamlined. And so was Jules Verne who described in his books 

things such as small satellites or special parachutes which later on became 

reality and they are still used for different purposes.  

We believe that now it is the right time to take attitude, to do something in 

order to change the way we live nowadays. It is a matter of perception, a 

strong feeling which keeps pushing us to the limit. But where is this limit? 

Arthur C. Clarke  said that ”The limits of the possible can only be defined by 

going beyond them into the impossible.” 

It becomes indisputable that the Earth can’t be our home for eternity. Global 

warming, pollution, the extinction of different animals are common issues 

these days because people stopped thinking about the future hoping that 

things will not get worse, albeit there are people who tried to think outside the 

box. But unfortunately, their number is getting smaller and smaller every day.  

Today, we all know for certain what a space settlement is. But it seems 

impossible to believe that there will be one day when this will be a place to call 

home because we are raised in different cultures and although, sometimes it is 

hard to admit, we belong to something that we got used to call homeland. 

Technology has became a part of our lives and at this point we can’t imagine a 

world without it. Since we first learned how to start a fire we have developed 

http://www.brainyquote.com/quotes/quotes/j/johnfkenn135392.html
http://www.brainyquote.com/quotes/quotes/j/johnfkenn135392.html
http://www.brainyquote.com/quotes/authors/j/john_f_kennedy.html
http://www.brainyquote.com/quotes/authors/j/john_f_kennedy.html
http://www.brainyquote.com/quotes/authors/a/arthur_c_clarke.html
http://www.brainyquote.com/quotes/quotes/a/arthurccl121735.html
http://www.brainyquote.com/quotes/quotes/a/arthurccl121735.html
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physical and psychological skills which help us adapt to different kinds of 

environments. Over the years we managed to improve our condition by 

inventing different devices supposing that one day this will make the difference 

between what we used to be and our present situation. The progress that we 

made is noticeable. In the past few years people put all their knowledge and 

ambition into science because humans are never content and they always 

aspire as high as they can. When Neil Armstrong first stepped on the Moon we 

started to realize this is just the beginning and we started investing money in 

research. Now it is the time to show it wasn’t in the wind. 

We know for certain that it will take years before a space settlement to be 

build up. But every invention on this planet started as a hopeless dream. We do 

not want to create an ordinary space settlement, even though “ordinary” may 

not be the right word to describe Arcturus.  

When we started this project it never occurred to either of us how hard it will 

be to create a safe, complex and suitable environment for human kind. Our 

generation can make the difference since it is our duty to change the way 

people think today by turning an unrealistic dream into reality. As Shakespeare 

shrewdly claimed „It is not in the stars to hold our destiny but in ourselves”, this 

project wants to be the first cobble to pave the longer road that spindles ahead 

of us. 

We would like to thank to our physics teacher, Ioana Stoica, who gave us the 

courage to try something different. 

N.A.S.A. and N.S.S. have played an important role in our project since they gave 

us the opportunity to analyze our world as it is at this moment while creating a 

new one. Our team believes this is something to be grateful for.  

In the end, we would like to express our gratitude to our parents, friends and 

school since they kept encouraging us during the most difficult times of our 

project.  Arcturus became not only our dream, but their too. 
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Why do we need a space settlement? 

Over the past decades we began to realize that our planet may not be the same 

in few years. What shall we do? Scientist are still trying to find a suitable planet 

for humans but it looks like our needs are often too complex to be satisfied by 

another location. Building a place according to our needs seems to be the best 

solution. Space settlements can be an alternative because they will be designed 

so that they will answer to all of our requests.  

Another important purpose for a settlement is the scientific one. Living in 

space, confronting all of its problems can be the best chance to lean how it is to 

be an active part of the Universe. There will be a permanent connection 

between Arcturus and Earth but we should keep seeing our settlement as an 

independent construction. 0 G rooms, new astronomical discoveries are only 

few things which can be done there.  It can be our best chance to learn new 

facts about space, stars, gravity or to experiment something that until now was 

only a theoretical matter.We believe a space settlement offers an important 

challenge because we can see how far humans can go, how many things they 

are willing to sacrifice and how precise our technology is. 

Why Arcturus? 

Arcturus is commonly known for being the brightest star in the constellation 

Boötes, having a −0.04 when measuring the intensity of the luminosity. Its 

given name by the ancient Greeks, Arktouoros, means”The Protector of the 

Bear”.  

Due to its brightness Arcturus was easily found on the sky and studied since 

ancient times. Philosophes such as Ptolemy analyzed this star and made more 

or less important remarks.  

We decided to name our settlement Arcturus because, since the brightest star 
could be easily found during the ancient period of time, we believe that 
humans will effortlessly find the strength to open a new, exciting chapter of 
their lives that, in our 
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opinion, will lead to one of the most challenging experiences of human kind 
from our very first beginning. 

1.2  Placement 

Early placement 

One of the first steps of planning a space station of any size is its placement. Its 

position must be strategically chosen in order to enable a reliable 

communication path to Earth, quick and cheap access to building materials and 

protection from space debris. Arcturus will be built using both materials 

brought from Earth and materials brought in from a mining colony on the 

Moon. The latter has a few notable advantages, such as lower transportation 

cost and the high amount of useful building materials that the Moon provides. 

Considering these two material sources (the Earth and the Moon), Arcturus will 

be placed in what is known as a Lagrangian point, where it will remain until its 

completion. Lagrangian points are positions in the 3D plane of two massive 

bodies, where their combined gravitational pull allows a third to have a stabily 

orbit alongside them.  

The diagram below shows the five Lagrangian points in the Sun-Earth system. 

We have analyzed each one (in our own Earth-Moon system) trying to find its 

weak and strong points.  
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L1. The first Lagrangian point is one of our most likely candidates, due to it 

being the closest to both the Moon and Earth. With the large costs of space 

travel, this substantial decrease in distance may lead to an even greater 

decrease in cost and/or building time. 

L2. The second Lagrangian point, while being close to the Moon and partially 

offering the same advantages as L1, puts the Moon between the Earth and 

Arcturus, hindering communications and access. 

L3. Out of the five points, L3 offers least in terms of distance and accessibility, 

making it our most unlikely candidate. 

L4 and L5. These two symmetrical points are theorized to be the most stable, 

which could serve as an advantage, were we not to take into consideration the 

large distance to both the Moon and Earth. Another issue with these points is 

the accumulation of space debris, their increased stability making them prone 

to gathering dust and asteroids. 

This goes to show that our most likely candidate is the first Lagrangian point 

due to its proximity to both material sources. 

 

Here, Arcturus will orbit at a distance r away from the center of the Moon, 

where r is the solution to the equation: 
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(R = distance between the Earth and the Moon) 

This gives r approximately equal to: 
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Considering: 

 R = 384.4 * 106 m 

 MMoon = 7.34 * 1022 kg 

 MEarth = 5.97 * 1024 kg 
We get r = 61,515 kilometers (distance to the center of the Moon), or d = 

322,885 km (distance to the center of the Earth). 

Calculating its orbital speed, we get: 
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Construction materials 

The Earth is a well of resources, and although it contains all the materials 

necessary for building Arcturus, it is not necessarily the best source. 

Incapability of easily obtaining large quantities of the desired building materials 

and tremendous transportation costs make us turn our eyes to our nearest 

satellite, the Moon. Although basic in aspect, the Moon is rich in some of the 

most important building materials, such as Iron, Aluminum and Titanium. This 

large quantity of materials readily available, along with no danger of polluting 

the atmosphere through industry and drastically reduced transportation costs 

have made us consider the solution of creating a mining colony on the Moon. 

Due to the satellite’s low gravity and the close proximity of Arcturus’ building 

site, this facility will provide cheap building materials, returning its investment 

over time. 

 

 

Once Arcturus is built, it will be moved from its Earth orbit into a place more 

suitable for its future mission. Analyzing our possibilities, we have concluded 

that achieving our future goal of space exploration requires a more generous 

stash of resources, preferably further away from our planet. Having one of 

Arcturus’ goals be the mining and gathering of future building materials will 

enable us to build other settlements, colonies and facilities in our Solar System 

at even lower costs. We have analyzed our options in the Solar System, trying 

to find the best suitable planet for such a mission. 

Silica 
46% 

Aluminum 
24% 

Lime 
16% 

Iron (II) Oxide 
6% 

Magnesium 
8% 

Titanium Dioxide 
1% 

Sodium Oxide 
1% 
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Venus 

Venus is a planet very rich in carbon dioxide, a compound that has many 

possible uses. The two most important are its involvment in photosynthesis 

and its ability to act like an efficient coolant in liquid and solid form. 

 

 

Planet/Sattelite 
Mass 

(x10^22kg) 
Material 

Percentage 
Found 

Percentage 
Extracted 

Net Mass 
Extracted 

(x10^22kg) 
Venus 487 Carbon Dioxide 96.5000% 20% 93.991 

  
Nitrogen 3.5000% 20% 3.409 

  
Sulfur Dioxide 0.0150% 20% 0.01461 

  
Argon 0.0070% 20% 0.006818 

  
Water Vapour 0.0020% 30% 0.002922 

  

Carbon 
Monoxide 0.0017% 20% 0.0016558 

  
Helium 0.0012% 20% 0.0011688 

Carbon 
Dioxide 
96.5% 

Nitrogen 
3.5% Sulfur 

Dioxide 
0.015% 

Argon 
0.007% 

Water 
Vapour 
0.002% 

Carbon 
Monoxide 
0.0017% 

Helium 
0.0012% 

Neon 
0.0007% 
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Mars 

Mars is a planet rich in metals, which could provide building materials for 

future development of both space settlements and constructions here on 

Earth. Its main elements (Iron, Nickel and Alluminum) are already in use today 

in the majority of important structures, objects and alloys. Mining these 

elements could make Arcturus one of the largest provider of building materials, 

simultaneously making it independent from other sources of building materials. 

Another element found on Mars is sillicon, a precious resource used in the 

manufacturing of electronic devices which, at the current rate of development, 

is running out. If electronic devices in the future will continue to use sillicon, an 

establishment on mars could become a centerpiece in the electronic 

equipment industry. 

 

Planet/Sattelite 
Mass 

(x10^22kg) 
Material 

Percentage 
Found 

Percentage 
Extracted 

Net Mass Extracted 
(x10^22kg) 

Mars 64.2 Iron & Nickel 84.0000% 10% 5.3928 

  
Sulfur 16.0000% 5% 0.5136 

       

 

Iron & 
Nickel 
84% 

Sulfur 
16% 
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Jupiter 

Although it is a gaseous planet, Jupiter can still provide useful resources. Its 

two main components, Helium and Hydrogen are both used in nuclear fusion, a 

promising green energy providing technology. The most likely candidate for 

fusion reactors in the near future is helium, an element that is not very 

abundant on our planet. Should humanity decide to use nuclear fusion as a 

main source of energy, Arcturus could provide very much of the needed 

helium. 

 

Planet/Sattelite 
Mass 

(x10^22kg) 
Material 

Percentage 
Found 

Percentage 
Extracted 

Net Mass Extracted 
(x10^22kg) 

Jupiter 189860 Hydrogen 89.8000% 20% 34098.856 

  
Helium 10.2000% 20% 3873.144 

  
Methane 0.3000% 20% 113.916 

  
Ammonia 0.0260% 20% 9.87272 

  

Hydrogen 
Deuteride 0.0030% 10% 0.56958 

  
Ethane 0.0006% 5% 0.056958 

  
Water 0.0004% 5% 0.037972 

Hydrogen 
89.8% 

Helium 
10.2% 

Methane 
0.3% 

Ammonia 
0.026% 

Hydrogen 
Deuteride 

0.003% 

Ethane 
0.0006% 

Water 
0.0004% 
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Europa, Ganymede, Callisto 

These three natural satellites of Jupiter all contain water (in either liquid or 

solid form), making them an ideal place for obtaining water and exploring the 

possibility of extraterrestrial life. Whether we are talking about water on Earth, 

which is becoming more and more expensive, or about water on Arcturus and 

other future space settlements, having multiple choices of obtaining it, all in 

the proximity of the same planet is a huge advantage. Positioning Arcturus in 

the orbit of Jupiter or on that of one of these three satellites could turn it into a 

major water supplier. 

Saturn 

While some consider Saturn an example of a perfect planet, it is as dangerous 

as it is beautiful, being surrounded by rings of space debris, which could all 

potentially harm our settlement. Moreover, it is not rich in building materials, 

its only useful element being Hydrogen, already abundant on our other 

candidate, Jupiter. Nevertheless, studying this planet could prove extremely 

interesting and useful, and we believe that doing so from the proximity of its 

satellites would be best both in terms of resource and safety.Saturn’s moon, 

Titan, is right in methane and ethane, both used in some of today’s biofuels. 

Because of the lack of fossil fuels the world will experience in the near future, 

having a place where some of today’s green fuels are naturally found in large 

quantities would prove extremely useful. The positioning of Arcturus in the 

orbit of Titan would make it one of the Solar System’s largest provider of fuel 

and also a recharging station for spaceships, due to its positioning far away 

from Earth. 

 

 

Nitroge
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98.4% 
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Planet/Sattelite 
Mass 

(x10^22kg) 
Material 

Percentage 
Found 

Percentage 
Extracted 

Net Mass Extracted 
(x10^22kg) 

Titan 13.45 Nitrogen 98.4000% 40% 5.29392 

  
Methane 1.4000% 20% 0.03766 

 

Rhea is a satellite rich in 

water and ice. Similar to 

some of Jupiter’s moons, 

Rhea could prove to be an 

important source of water 

and a good place of 

searching for 

extraterrestrial life. 

 

 

 

 

Planet/Sattelite 
Mass 

(x10^22kg) 
Material 

Percentage 
Found 

Percentage 
Extracted 

Net Mass Extracted 
(x10^22kg) 

Rhea 0.23 Water Ice 75.0000% 25% 0.043125 

  
Rock 25.0000% 10% 0.00575 

 

Our most likely candidate is Mars, due to its richness in building materials. 

Arcturus is designed to be one of the first settlements, and with our goal of 

exploring and conquering deep space, more and more resources will be 

needed. Mars provides an excellent stash of such resources, including building 

materials available for future space exploration. A mining facility on Mars could 

provide the materials required for building future colonies, settlements and 

spaceships, and Arcturus could well turn into a supply point that is neither too 

close or too far from Earth. 

Water 
Ice 

75% 

Rock 
25% 
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Analyzing the information has led us to believe that Mars is our best candidate, 

due to its net superiority in the amount of building materials and its placement 

in the Solar System. The Red Planet contains vast quantities of Iron, Nickel, 

Aluminum and other metals that are nowadays used as building materials. Easy 

access to such materials this far away from Earth would greatly reduce the 

building time and cost of space stations, perfectly suiting our goal of further 

space exploration. 

 

We know that in order for the settlement to orbit at a constant distance, the 

centripetal force must cancel out the gravitational one, as described by the 

equation: 

                   

   
 

              

  
 

 

Thus, once on the orbit of Mars, we will try to have an orbital radius of 5000 

km, giving us an orbital velocity equal to: 
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   √
        

  
     

 

 
 

considering MMars = 6.42 * 1023 kg 

1.3  Infrastructure 

1.3.1 Symmetry  

A key element of life in outer space is creating artificial gravity. This is essential 

for recreating conditions similar to those found on Earth. The best way of 

replicating the gravity found on Earth is by rotation, which means the 

settlement must be built around circular shapes. Out of all circular shapes, the 

torus is the only one that counters the effect of the Coriolis effect. Therefore, 

Arcturus will consist of four tori, placed on two vertical cylinders. The 

midpoints of these two cylinders will be joined by another one, which will 

contain a central, spherical, section and two larger cylindrical sections. This 

design has several axes of symmetry, 

giving Arcturus a stable shape
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1.3.2 Dimensions 
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1.4  Construction 

Building a space settlement may seem an easy process, but it is something 

accomplished over a long period of time which requires continuous hard work 

and which represents an important project for the entire humanity.  

It is undoubtedly easy for one to describe the way to construct a space 

settlement from a few pieces of metal to a high-tech construction able to 

support life over a long period of time away from Earth. But the truth is 

everything has to be perfect. All the pieces must fit together. There is no room 

for mistake. Even the slightest error can cause serious problems.  

At this point, however, we can do nothing more but also try to present the way 

we imagine the construction of our settlement, because this project requires us 

to think about 100 years ahead since a space colony is not possible in our days. 

Many things will change from the way it is today. No man will be sent in space 

to assemble components together, as it is done today. We believe that, by the 

time a space settlement will begin developing, most of the work will be done 

by smart robots, the artificial intelligence will reach a level close to the human 

mind and we will only stay behind a screen, watching everything carefully so 

that any mistake can be immediately spotted and fixed. Arcturus must develop 

into an architectural masterpiece. And this will be done over more than 50 

years and in few several stages. 

Stage 1  The first step is crucial. It consists in placing the central hub in L1 on 

a stable orbit around the Earth. 

 It requires a lot of attention and care because 

this structure will have a very large mass, to 

keep everything together and give our 

settlement stability. Our fleet will take off from 

the Moon and will carry the core of Arcturus for 

over 384,000 km before being released. 
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Building and assembling the three cylinders will happen over approximately 6 

years. This includes the time required to establish a fully working lunar base 

able to comply with the high demand of resources necessary to keep the 

construction at the wanted rate. 

 

Stage 2 

 

Managing to place the central cylinder in the desired location will represent an 

important achievement. From this step on, all we need to do is, basically, build 

the next components and send them in the same way. 

The second stage of construction will involve building and transporting the 

central sphere to the main frame. This will be one of the key components of 

Arcturus, home for its “heart”, the nuclear reactor. Having the sphere 

mounted, transport to the ends of the cylinders will be possible and the nuclear 

reactor will start producing electricity for the future human habitat, making it 

ready to welcome its very first inhabitants. 

This step should take no longer than 3 years. 
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Stage 3 

At this moment, everybody should be pleased with the current progress and 

people will look forward to living in a new home, far from Earth. 

The construction has begun for many years, but there is still a long way ahead. 

The central cylinder and the sphere mean we have a stable structure and a 

powerful supply of electrical 

energy. It is, therefore, time to 

consider bringing the first 

people, the very first 

“Arcturians”.  

The living modules will not be 

ordinary tori. Their shape will 

be adjusted to fit our needs. 

The cross section is not circular, as in a 

normal torus. The inner side is slightly 

taller to offer enough space for the 

population. On the exterior, later on, 

solar panels will be placed for additional 

energy.  The outer side of the torus, 

where pseudo-gravity acts, is curved, 

which grants two major advantages: 

more space under the living level and better protection against exterior 

radiation. Because of the curved shape, electromagnetic radiations will spread 

and, combined with an effective magnetic shield, population will not have to 

worry about the dangers of space radiation. 

Before bringing people, all the facilities must be finished, just like agriculture 

and meat cloning, to be able to sustain life of the inhabitants. 
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After successfully attaching the first living module to the central cylinder, the 

other three will be built, one by one. 

Over a period of approximately 20 years, Arcturus will slowly start to take 

shape and will begin to resemble its final shape. 

Total population will increase by 2,500 each time a new module is assembled 

and ready to welcome its citizens.  

 

Successfully hosting 10,000 

people will represent 

accomplishing one of the 

greatest achievements of the 

last century. It will represent 

the proof that human beings 

are not totally bond to Earth. 

As each generation surpasses the last one, our grandchildren will be part of our 

dream. They will assist to what we can only think today as a far-fetched idea 

 

Stage 4 

 

Arcturus is now an “Earth away from Earth”. Once they get used to living in 

space, which people can find difficult at first, we can take advantage of all the 

advantages space can offer us. In this stage, the two additional cylinders will be 

built and assembled. They will play a key role in research and conducted 

experiments because they can be spun at any desired angular velocity. Many 

experiments can happen simultaneously in both cylinders, at various levels of 

gravity to see how this affects growth of organisms. Such experiments can lead 

to plenty of new discoveries which may conduct to various improvements in 

our lives.  
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After all the components are put together, it is time to move Arcturus from the 

initial position, i.e. L1 point of 

Earth-Moon system to its final 

location, the orbit of Mars. 

It has been over 40 years since the 

project has begun. This first major 

step of out settlement is complete. 

Humanity is free to take its first 

steps in discovering the unknown 

parts of the Universe.  

If this kind of project proves it is worth all the expenses, and they are certainly 

not small, we consider expansion to be able to host more and more people. 
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1.5  Propulsion 

Construction will be a long and difficult process. The first stage of it will consist 

in placing the central structure containing the central cylinder and the parts 

that are going to make the connection to the 4 living tori. 

After its arrival in the L1 point, other parts will be, sequentially brought and 

assembled together, causing our settlement to slowly, but surely, take shape. 

One important decision that needs to be made in the incipient stages is 

whether to build the first structure on the Earth and launch it from here, or to 

do the same process on the Moon. At the first glance, we may believe that it is 

a lot easier to start everything here, on our planet, because we have all the 

resources we need, vehicles for building and it is easy to find men willing to 

contribute for this project. Because L1 is closer to the Moon, launching the 

settlement’s main component from there could imply smaller transport costs. 

We will further analyze the advantages and disadvantages of each case 

Sending the central component from the Earth 

Advantages Disadvantages 

easier to build high transport cost 

no additional buildings necessary uses the Earth’s already limited resources 

Sending the central component from the Moon 

Advantages Disadvantages 

cheaper transport due to lower 

gravity 

requires construction of a Mining and Ore 

Refining Facility [ not necessarily a 

disadvantage, since it will be built anyway 
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for the rest of the construction of the 

settlement ] 

plenty of resources on the Moon’s 

surface 

requires a lot of payload for the 

preparatory work to be sent on the Moon 

oxygen and hydrogen can be found 

on Moon’s surface and used as 

propellant 

limited food and water, limited number 

of people 

 

Considering the large scale of the project and the high demand of iron and 

aluminum, it would not make sense to use them from our planet. A lot of fuel 

will be necessary to defy the gravitational pull of Earth’s field, therefore making 

building on our planet not viable. 

The lunar mining base will be built first, alongside all the other requirements to 

support human life. Then, all the attention will be spent towards the extraction 

of lunar regolith and processing it to obtain the aluminum and steel we need 

for construction. 

Rockets used for transport will be the same as the ones used for supplying the 

Moon colony with resources. They are reusable and all they need is fuel to be 

ready for takeoff.  Propellant used will be liquid hydrogen combined with liquid 

oxygen. Their reaction gives a high specific impulse, making it our best choice 

for this mission. 

Because the Moon’s gravity field is weaker than Earth’s, not only the rockets 

will take off easier, but we can assume that the central cylinder is also lighter, 

thus requiring a smaller number of launching vehicles. 

The mission will be carefully monitored from the headquarters on Moon and 

Earth. The rockets need to be aligned at all time to prevent rotation of the 

heavy component which can lead to unwanted problems and various 

difficulties. 
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 Deceleration must also happen slowly and carefully. After completing the task, 

all the rockets will head towards Earth for landing and recovery. 

Two main types of thrusters will be used : 

- Liquid hydrogen thrusters 

- Ion Thrusters 

 

Liquid hydrogen thrusters 

These will be used for powering transport rockets and high capacity vehicles. 

We chose it because it represented our best solution, as explained in the 

Transport chapter. 

 

Ion thrusters 

 

Ion thrusters can have many applications for in-space missions. They have a 

long lifetime, which make them ideal for tasks that do not require a high 

amount of energy, such as orbit transfers and generation of artificial gravity. 

The propellant required must be a substance which is easy to ionize, since the 

ionization energy represents a large part of the total energy required to 

operate the thruster. One such potential propellant can be xenon, which has 

numerous advantages such as high atomic number, low erosion, but can be 

found in small quantities and it is expensive. 

Other choices are bismuth and mercury, but latest discoveries use argon as a 

propellant, an abundant and cheap gas. 

Depending on the way ions are accelerated, there are two kinds of ion 

thrusters: electrostatic or using the electromagnetic force. Electrostatic ones 

use an electric field to accelerate the ions, while the others use the Lorentz 

force. 
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Ion thrusters will be used during construction, to keep the already built 

structure in a stable position while other parts are being manufactured and 

transported. When this is complete, they will be used to spin the tori, in order 

to generate artificial gravity. They will not operate continuously, in order to 

save precious energy. Unlike Earth, where something will tend to go to its 

lowest-energy position, there is no resistance force in void, which proves the 

necessity to be able to slow down the rotation whenever we want, in order to 

assure optimal living conditions. 

 

1.6   Spacecrafts and docking 

 

Spacecraft and docking 

As Arcturus’ final goal is becoming an independent settlement, located in the 

proximity of a mining facility on Mars, it will need to have all the spacecraft 

required to transport personnel and cargo to and from Mars and other 

locations in the Solar System. Our main transportation design features four 

different spacecraft, each with its own purpose. 

1) Space Travel 

Our first spacecraft is designed to carry people throughout space. Its cargo 

capacity will be limited, as cargo hauling is not its primary purpose. It will 

feature a circular design with a cutout in the middle, allowing it to dock onto 

pillar-like parking spots. 

This method of stacking 

ships on top of each other 

is great for saving space, 

while its circular shape will 

provide an almost 360 

degree view of the 

surrounding space. 
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2) Cargo Ship 

Our second design 

features a large cargo 

ship, used for 

transporting resources 

from Arcturus to other 

places in the Solar 

System. It features vast 

storage space, with the 

possibility of vertical 

landing, allowing it to 

land in almost any space available. This makes it compatible with basically any 

flat parking area large enough for it to fit in. The back end of the ship will 

feature a large ramp, allowing for quick loading and unloading of cargo. 
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3) Mars-Arcturus Personnel Transporter 

The third ship will be used to carry people 

between Mars and Arcturus. Its design 

will be similar to that of rockets today, 

consisting of a capsule on top in which the 

astronauts will stay and several booster 

rockets and thrusters that will gradually 

detach during the ship’s journey through 

the atmosphere. 

 

 

The docking area for 

these ships will allow the 

top of the capsule to fit 

in, creating an airtight 

seal and allowing 

astronauts to safely 

climb out of the ship. 

The capsule will then be 

reattached to a series of 

thrusters and sent back to Mars. 

 

 

4) Mars-Arcturus Cargo Transporter 

The fourth design will feature large cargo ships that carry materials from Mars 

to the settlement. These unmanned crafts will exclusively transport cargo, 

being shot from Mars by a powerful railgun. Due to no people being on board, 

launching the ship with a railgun is possible, as the powerful acceleration does 

not damage the materials transported. 
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This cargo transportation system allows the ships that carry cargo and those 

that carry personnel from Mars to take off separately, rather than merging the 

two into one ship. This allows maximum storage space for the cargo 

transporters, due to no air resistance being involved and thus, no aerodynamic 

shape being needed, and the use of railguns for transporting materials from 

Mars, maximizing speed and minimizing costs. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1.7  Shielding 

 

Outer Hull Structure 

Being placed in outer space, Arcturus will constantly be bombarded by 

micrometeorites and radiation. Therefore, our outer hull must provide both 

structural resistance and protection from such threats. We have implemented 

a shielding system  composed of 8 layers, to ensure maximum protection and 

efficiency. 
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Layer 1: Reflective Coating 

The outermost layer will be a reflective spray paint, providing both thermal 

insulation and radiation protection by reflection. 

 

 

Layer 2: Steel Hull 

The settlement’s 

reinforcing layer will be 

made of high durability 

steel, providing structural 

integrity and resistance to 

the ship’s hull. 

 

 

 

 

Layer 3: Security Layer 

Beneath the first steel layer will lie a security layer, whose sole protection is 

identifying breaches in the settlement’s hull. It will consist of two conducting 

plates separated by a fragile 

electrical insulator. Acting in a 

manner similar to capacitive 

touchscreens, if a micrometeorite 

impact is strong enough to bend the 

steel layer above, the insulating 

material will likely break, allowing 

the two conductive plates to make 

contact, thus sending a signal 

showing the position of the breach. 
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Layer 4: Aerogel 

Aerogel is a low-density sillica nanofoam with extremely good thermal-

insulating properties. Its thermal conductivity is as low as 0.004W/mK in 

vacuum. It is also extremely lightweight, one cubic meter of nanofoam 

weighing as little as one gram. Because the most common type of aerogel is 

made with sillica and vast quantities of this element are found on the Moon, 

plenty will be available for our ship’s hull. 

When trying to provide shielding from radiation, there are four main types of 

radiation: 

 alpha particles – the least penetrating type of radiation, an alpha particle is 
light (composed of two protons and two neutrons) and can be stopped by a 
mere sheet of paper regardless of its energy 

 beta particles – more energetic than the previous ones, these particles can 
still be stopped by a few millimeters of alluminum. Problems arise when 
confronted with high energy beta radiation, where acrylic glasses such as 
Plexiglas have proved to be highly efficient. 

 gamma radiation – consisting of high energy neutrons, this type of radiation 
is much more penetrating than the two types mentioned before. Efficient 
ways of protection are layers of atoms with heavy nuclei, the most 
commonly found being lead, having a halving thickness of 0.4 inches. 

 cosmic radiation – usually not a concern as the Earth’s magnetic field 
largely deviates these rays, the remainder being absorbed by the 
atmosphere, this type of radiation is highly dangerous in space, where 
magnetic deviation remains one of the best solutions. 

Layer 5: Acrylic Glass 

This layer will act as a partial radiation filter, stopping the majority of high-

energy beta rays. 

Layer 6: Lead 

This layer will be the settlement’s main source of radiation shielding, absorbing 

the remainder of beta rays and the majority of gamma rays coming towards 
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Arcturus. Because of its fantastic absorbtion properties, lead is commonly used 

today as a means of radiation shielding and has proved its efficiency time and 

time again. 

Layer 7: Steel 

The settlement’s final physical layer will consist of another steel plate, 

providing further structural reinforcement. 

Layer 8: Magnetic Field 

Arcturus will feature an artificial magnetic shield around its main inhabited 

areas, this method of radiation protection bending rays around the ship’s 

structure rather than absorbing them. The shield’s magnetic strength will not 

be higher than what is naturally found on Earth, ensuring the functionality of 

electronic devices inside.  

The settlement’s hull will be made up of hexagonal plates, for added resistance 

and easy replacement of damaged sections. These plates will each be built of 

seven layers, while the eighth “layer” (magnetic) will surround the whole 

surface. 
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Layer 
No. 

Material Thickness (cm) 

1 
Ceramic-based 

Paint 
0.5 

2 Steel 30 

3 
Silver 

conductors 
2 (x2) 

  Glass insulator 2 
4 Aerogel (Sillica) 1 
5 Acrylic Glass 10 
6 Lead 40 
7 Steel 20 

   
 

TOTAL: 107.5 
 

 

 

 

 

1.8. Mining 

Moon has taken shape not long after Earth, almost 4.5 billion years ago. At 

first, it was just like our planet, it had a hot core in its middle but it died almost 

3 billion years ago. A body dies geologically when no formation of rocks by 

sediment, crust folding, or volcanic occurs.  Because of its small mass, 1/81 of 

Earth’s mass, it cooled off quickly, which explains the difference between the 

surfaces of our planet and its satellite. 
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The surface of the Moon consists of a fine powder, caused by numerous 

impacts with meteors and cosmic particles over time, in absence of an 

atmosphere to protect it. It is called regolith and represents a mix of silicate 

dirt, oxides of metal and silicon.  

 

On Moon, we cannot find pure base metals like iron or aluminum. They are 

bonded to oxygen and silicon and must be processed either through heating or 

using chemical means to separate the composing parts. Lunar surface contains 

anorthite, which contains 4 different chemical elements: aluminum, calcium, 

silicon and oxygen. It will be an important source of metal and we can also 

obtain using a different processing method ceramics such as calcia or alumina. 

Other metals found in important quantities: 

 

 

 

silica, 45.5 

alumina, 24 

lime, 15.9 

iron(II) oxide, 5.9 

magnesia, 7.5 

titanium dioxide, 0.6 sodium oxide, 0.6 

Moon surface composition 

silica

alumina

lime

iron(II) oxide

magnesia

titanium dioxide

sodium oxide
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Metal Properties 

Aluminum  Good conductor 

 Lightweight 

 Atomized aluminum represents a good fuel in combination 

with oxygen 

 Good for building large structure 

 Good reflector  

 Found in high concentrations as anorthite 

 It expands and contracts with temperature more than other 

metals, making it not the best choice when subject to 

considerable temperature variations  

Calcium  Can be obtained as a byproduct from anorthite processing 

 Pure calcium makes a good conductor in vacuum, where no 

oxygen is available to make it burn; tests showed that 

calcium conducts electricity significantly better than both 

aluminum and copper 

 Can be easily shaped 

 Lightweight, half the density of aluminum. 

 Not suitable for construction because of its reduced 

strength and because it slowly sublimes in vacuum. 

 

Titanium  Stronger than aluminum 

 Found in ilmenite ( iron titanium oxide) 

 Processing ilmenite gives hydrogen as a by-product, a rare 

element on Moon surface 

 Available in big quantities 

Iron  Most abundant in lowland minerals 

 Easy to extract 

 Also exists as free iron, extractable with a magnet 
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It is possible that, underneath the layer of dusty powder, there is a dense soil, 

similar to the one on our planet. Members of Apollo mission tried to drill into 

the surface, but their attempts failed. This unexpected hard surface can be 

caused by small vibrations caused by impacts with meteors, which caused the 

particles to settle down in different orientations.  

The Moon hides on its surface important quantities of chemical elements which 

are either not found on our planet, or they exist here in a much smaller 

quantity.  

 

Helium-3 

Helium-3 is an isotope of helium with 2 protons and a neutron. It is rare on 

Earth, and it’s considered to be more abundant on the Moon, but not as dense 

as in gas giants. It is very important for energy production, more precisely in 

nuclear fusion. The estimated concentration is 28 ppm of helium-4 in lunar 

regolith and up to 50 ppm helium-3. It most probably comes from the decay of 

tritium, which transforms into helium-3 with a half-life of 12.3 years. 

The nuclear fusion research proposes helium-3 as a second-generation fuel. 

It can be used in fusion in two ways: 

 2D + 3He →   4He +  1p + 18.3 MeV, 

 3He + 3He → 4He   + 2 1p+ 12.86 MeV  

Its advantage over the conventional deuterium + tritium is that the former is 

non-radioactive. An important disadvantage is that the process of fusion 

between deuterium and helium requires a higher temperature than the 

conventional reactor. 

Fusion between two atoms of helium-3 is possible, but it is difficult. Since total 

charge is +2, Coulomb’s barrier is higher, therefore even bigger temperatures 

are required. It is feasible, and it can come with an immense advantage 

because no neutron is produced. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electronvolt
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The Mining Process 

A mining facility will be established on the Moon. It will represent the 

headquarters of our activity there. From the entire surface, materials will be 

brought here for processing.  It will be equipped with a docking station, will 

represent the home for the rockets coming from Earth  waiting to be refueled. 

200 human beings will constantly be here for continuous surveillance of the 

mining process. Robots will collect regolith which follows to be processed using 

different methods, such as heat, electricity or chemical methods, according to 

the desired result. Each chemical element obtained will be separated and used 

for different purposes: metals will be used for construction, oxygen will mostly 

be used for breathing and rocket propellant, helium will be stored for later 

usage in reactor. 

Vehicles will be operated wirelessly by a central computer. They will be 

powered using solar panels, which will charge battery used as temporary 

power supply while sunlight is not available.   

Human life will be sustained using water brought from the Earth at first, and 

then obtained from the craters on the Moon. It is considered that an important 

quantity of ice can be found at the lunar poles, in the permanently shadowed 

craters. If the quantity there is not enough to permit life, a recycling facility 

which works on the same principle as the one on the settlement will need to be 

built.  

Food will be periodically supplied from Earth, approximately once every three 

months.  
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2.1 Artificial Gravity 

In order to create a fully functional space settlement for humans in the near 

future, we will have to recreate the environmental conditions found on Earth. 

As gravity plays the most important role in the development of life, it will do so 

on Arcturus as well. 

Central structure: The very base on which the space station will be built is going 

to serve as a means of transportation and communication between the two 

tori. This will enable fast and easy transportation throughout the settlement. 

Therefore, the foundation will have an artificial „gravitational” acceleration 

equal to 0. 

• The central sphere: As solar panels alone cannot sustain the 

settlement’s energy requirements our main energy source will be a 

nuclear reactor positioned in the specially designed sphere. 

• The tori: As the main inhabited areas, the tori will need to have an 

artificial gravity closely resembling the one here on Earth 

• This will be achieved by rotating the tori around their respective 

central cylinder at such a speed that the centripetal acceleration 

created will roughly equal the Earth’s gravitational acceleration. 

Earth’s gravitational acceleration varies throughout the globe, due to the 

flattened shape of our planet. It reaches its peak at the North and South poles, 

having a value of 9.82 m/s2 and has a minimum of 9.78 m/s2 at the equator. On 

Arcturus, we will try to match the average of 9.80 m/s2, calculating the angular 

velocity required for obtaining this value.  
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This gives our torus a period of 250 seconds, the time it takes for it to complete 

a full rotation. 

Cylinders A and B remain for scientific purposes only. Their angular velocities 

can be changed, thus generating 

different gravitational conditions 

in which various experiments will 

take place. In order to obtain 

normal gravity in these cylinders: 
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2.2 Atmosphere and Pressure 

 

On Earth, the composition and quality of the atmosphere plays a very 
important role in the proper development of each human being. Although 
people are able to adapt to different changes, including changes in the 
atmospheric composition, it takes quite long for this process to take place. 
Therefore, a suitable method to make people “feel comfortable” is to create an 
atmosphere on board the settlement that has a composition similar to the one 
found on Earth. We say similar because it does not make any sense to 
introduce toxic gases, like sulfur dioxide, different nitrogen oxides, or noble 
gases in the breathable air. Therefore, the composition of the atmosphere will 
be the following:  

 

Gas Concentration (%) 

Nitrogen 76.57 
Oxygen 22 

Carbon dioxide 0.03 

Water (vapor) 1.4 
 

However, not only the composition has to be properly chosen, but also the 
atmospheric pressure. On Earth, at sea level, its value is equal to 1 atm. 
Therefore, we are going to calculate the amount needed of each gas. In order 
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to determine these quantities, we have to determine the volume that will be 
occupied by air. 

We can calculate it by imagining a function on the outline of the torus and 
calculating the volume of the body obtained by rotating its graph around the x-
axis. 
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We can observe that the volume calculated from the third branch is the same 
as the one from the first branch, so the integral can be calculated as follows: 
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After evaluating this, we get:               . 

Now that we managed to find out the volume, we have to focus on the average 
pressure. As it is known, the atmospheric pressure varies with height on Earth. 
Next we will determine the mathematical relationship that expresses the 
dependence between atmospheric pressure and height, known as Laplace's 
law. In our calculations we will start from the Clapeyron-Mendeleev equation, 

      , which can also be written   
 

 
  . From here on we get a 

relationship between gas density and pressure:   
  

  
. 

 
Let there be three points, A, B and C, arranged as follows: point A at height    
from the ground, point B at height    from the ground and point C at the upper 
limit of the atmosphere. The weight of the air between point B and point C is 
  , and the one of the air between points A and B is   . We are interested 
about the pressure when climbing from point A to point B. 

                               ( ) 

   
  

 
                                ( ) 

   
    

 
                        ( ) 

 

Replacing in the first equation we obtain:  
 

   
   (    )

 
      

 

 
              ( ) 
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Now, if we consider that between point A and point B the height varies with   
(     ), the air column between A and B will contain a very small amount of 
gas (  ). 

                                                                ( ) 
In this case, the pressure variation between point A and point B is    
(infinitesimal). 
 
Differentiation of equation (4) leads to 

    
  

 
      

   

 
                       ( ) 

While density is defined as 

  
  

  
                                         ( ) 

Thus,  
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From equation 9, we get: 
 

∫
  

 

 

  

  ∫
  

  
  

 

 

                                      (  ) 

 
where         is the atmospheric pressure at     
On Earth, because the height of the atmosphere (800km) can be neglected in 
comparison with the average radius of the Earth (6372.797 Km) we can assume 
that the gravitational acceleration remains constant with height. 
Considering            (   ) everywhere, equation 10 leads to: 
 

     
    
                                                       (  ) 

 
However the final formula won’t be valid for very high altitudes. 
Moreover, on Arcturus,   will also vary with height, according to the following 
formula: 

    (    )                                                (  ) 
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where   is the torus’ radius. By plugging   into equation 10, it results: 

∫
  

 

 

  

  
   

  
∫ (    )  

 

 

                    (  ) 

So,  

     
 

   

  
(    
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                                       (  ) 

Now, to calculate the relative variation of our pressure on the 
interval         : 

  
       

  
                                                  (  ) 

Replacing     , we get: 

   
 

   

  
(       

    
 

 
)
                          (  ) 

But we still have to evaluate   in order to calculate the relative variation, and 
we will start from the following formula: 

 

     
   

    
   

              
    

              (  ) 

 

where    
,    

,     
 and      are the molar fractions. 

Solving equation 17, it results: 

 

                     

 

After plugging in                   and               we obtain: 

 

              

 

This value is so small, that we can assume our average pressure equals 1atm. 

From the Clapeyron-Mendeleev equation we get the number of moles of gas: 
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Gas        (moles) Mass (tones) 

Nitrogen 3.1761 88975.9265 

Oxygen 0.9126 29201.9200 
Carbon dioxide 0.0012 54.7673 

Water (vapor) 0.058 1045.2960 
 

 

2.3 Thermal Rejection 

 
A space settlement requires large amounts of energy, reaching magnitudes of 
hundreds of kilowatts, or even tens of megawatts. While the net efficiency is 
less than 100%, a lot of heat will be generated, and we will have to find a 
method to get rid of the excess.  

Because Arcturus has almost no gases around it, we can assume that it loses 
heat only through radiation, according to the Stephan-Boltzmann law. Thus, 

       

where   is the power with which the settlement radiates. If the absolute 
temperature is low, a very large surface will be required to maintain it “cold”. 

Heat-rejection systems  
 

1) Heat pipes are very useful as a space environment operating system 
because they are completely passive (do not have any moving parts). A 
heat pipe consists of a thin, hollow tube, filled with a fluid (the fluid is 
chosen according to the temperature at which the system has to work), 
one end of the tube being filled with the fluid. When the fluid heats up 
due to the system needing to be cooled down, it vaporizes and goes to 
the other end. When reaching the other end it cools down and 
condenses, thus going back to the heated end, and so on.  
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2) Pump loop systems are also devices that work well in space. They consist 
of a radiator through which a fluid (the fluid will have a loop shape) 
passes, collecting the heat. Moreover, they have the advantage to be 
easily integrated into a spacecraft or space factory.  

 

 
 
In the future, these systems will probably be used together to maximize the 
efficiency of heat transfer, or will just represent the basis of a new heat-
rejection system. However, these kinds of devices help us develop space 
colonies, like Arcturus. 
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2.4 Artificial Lighting 

 

“May it be a light to you in dark places, when all other lights go out.”(J.R.R. 

Tolkien 

 

Artificial light will be an important aspect on our settlement since having a day-

night cycle is impossible making use only of sunlight. 

Solar lamps might be an alternative as they capture sunlight during the day. 

These LED lamps will generate enough light while using less power. They will 

mainly be used in houses, although the monotonous white light might be 

annoying for some. To avoid this, we will use a photosphere that will alter the 

color of the light. The lifetime of such electroluminescent devices depends on 

their operating temperature, the level of the luminance and the driving current 

the passes through them. 

 

 How do OLED’s work? 

 

LED’s generate electric power when they are directly exposed to sunlight. P-N 

junction determinates them to emit one color of light. The P-N junction 

represents the connection made between p-type materials like aluminium and 

n-type materials such as phosphorus. 

On Arcturus, we will use OLED technology. OLED (standing for Organic Light-

Emitting Diode) is an organic electronic component which is made of an 

illuminating gossamer layer. OLED technology will also be used in mobile 

phones and flexible displays that will occupy less space and for lighting large 

areas such as walls and ceilings. 
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 Day-night cycle  

 

An alternating day-night cycle is an important psychological factor for humans, 

as almost all of our activities are planned with this cycle in mind. On Earth we 

are used to seeing the Sun rising and the occurrence over the Moon.  

Because we must protect our residents from UV light (since we will not be able 

to create an atmosphere on Arcturus), OLED panels will be the best way to 

create a day-night cycle since this technology is extremely efficient and cheaper 

than the LED one.  A large OLED layer will cover the settlement’s ceiling, 

recreating natural sunlight. This technology has several advantages, being a 

light, flexible and cheap system that will closely reproduce  sunlight. Moreover, 

this system is highly efficient as a black OLED pixel is completely powered off, 

and therefore does not consume electricity. 

On these large panels, images of both the day and night sky will be displayed. 

These images will be taken from various places on Earth, simulating various 

atmospheric conditions and sceneries. When simulating a rainy day, the scent 

of rain which will be spread from the floor using special dispensers, recreating 

the familiar effect.  
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Another advantage of OLED lighting is the wide viewing angle, enabling them to 

light large areas of the settlement. 

Smart „windows” will use TOLEDs, a transparent variant of OLED that makes 

viewing the display much easier. Recreating nighttime conditions will be done 

by gradually decreasing the intensity of illumination, down to a certain 

threshold.  

 

 

 Street lighting 

As previously stated, using light in order to create a pleasant habitat for our 

residents on Arcturus is a crucial element. However, he economical aspect 

must also be taken into account, since the street lights’ power consumption 

must be kept under a certain threshold. Finding efficient solutions to minimize 

costs and maximize efficiency is key. 

 

Midnight(12:00 a.m.) 

Light: almost none; 

 Moon light will shine 

 

Morning(06:00 a.m) 

Light: low intensity; 
light starts arising 

Noontime(12:00 p.m.) 

Light: highest intensity  

Afternoon( 18:00 p.m.) 

Light: starts to fall 
down in intensity 

 

Night (20:00 p.m.) 

Light: low intensity  
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Solar lamps will be used in parks and along the streets. These lamps will use the 

Sun’s beams in order to produce energy. This will be done by using a 

photovoltaic cell that captures the Sun’s rays and stores them in a battery, 

recharging itself every time sunlight hits its surface.  

Alongside OLED technology, we will also use a LEC system. LEC uses an electric 

current to produce light and utilizes electrodes and an ion-encompassing 

semiconductor. The electrodes will be made out of graphene, removing the 

need of an ITO developing a uniform electric field.  Graphene may also be used 

for other purposes such as medicine or engineering. 

 

 

2.5 Robots 

Robots will play an important role in Arcturus since they will do most of the 

difficult jobs coordinated by humans. The main computer of the settlement will 

motorize the activities that will be done and will send alarm signals to the 

security bureau, which will inform the prime minister of Arcturus. Robotics 

Industry will provide the necessary equipment for creating these robots and 

the IT industry will make software fit for each task that must be done. Each 

department will supervise its own robots and will handle any eventual 

problems.  
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The distribution of robots on Arcturus: 

 

                                                                      

 

 

 Medical robots  

Medical robots will be mainly used for surgeries. They will be programmed in 

such a manner that they will imitate the exact steps of the surgery. When 

learning a new technique people will be connected to the robots so that after 

the surgery has been finished they will be able to replicate the exact procedure. 

About 200 robots will perform these tasks. They will be programmed in order 

to perform precise and complicated techniques, while being supervised by 

doctors who will be ready to interfere if necessary. 

Small incisions, less quantity of blood from a donor and less hospitalization 

time are only some of the few advantages of robotic surgery. For a complicated 

procedure, a surgeon may spend up to 12 hours in the operating room, 

attaining a high level of stress and fatigue. During an examination, people 

might need to be checked using an MRI. The high content screening process 

will be used to localize the exact location of the damaged cells. The IT industry 

will provide the needed software that will turn the analyzed image into a 

readable one.  

Medical robots Farming robots Housecleaning robots

Mining robots Educational robots
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Arcturus Laboratory will be permanently in touch with the robots performing 

the surgeries. This lab will provide the collected data necessary for use in the 

future.  Besides the field of surgery, robots will also be used in the drugs and 

medicine industry. By using HTS technology, scientists will be able to perform 

multiple tests in a short period of time. This technology allows the quick  

establishment of biochemical compounds such as chromosomes that will be 

analyzed in the Arcturus Laboratory. Robots will collect samples of the required 

data during the trial period. The samples will then be sent to our laboratory for 

the final result.  

 

 

 Farming robots  

The main purpose of robots in this field will be taking care of our crops. In the 

future, we believe we might genetically create new species of plants that need 

special attention. For these species, and not only, we will use small robots that 

will provide the necessary water and mineral substances according to the 

parameters indicated by the device described in the artificial industry chapter.  

On Arcturus, harvesting will be also be done by robots removing the need for 

humans to work on large surfaces. 

 

 Housecleaning robots 

 

Housecleaning robots will take care of our buildings. This will remove the need 

for a maid and will save large amounts of time for our residents. By introducing 

a specific code people will have the opportunity to choose between various 

cleaning programs, such as washing the floor and/or the windows. 

Robots that will interact with residents will have a simple design.  

They need to be easily used by all of our settlers no matter of their level of 

knowledge. The robots used in house cleaning will be relatively small compared 

to the ones used for agriculture because we want to occupy as little space as 

possible. They will have a small panel where the command code will be entered 
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when moving into their new homes. They will have certain information 

regarding house design preinstalled, easing their job. 

 Mining robots  

 

Mining robots will be used to collect regolith from the Moon. In time the 

collision of the Moon with small meteorites has developed craters that make 

the terrain difficult to cross. Another potential problem might be the 

temperature on the natural satellite that varies between 130 °C and -160°C.  

Robots used on the settlement must be resistant enough to complete their task 

for at least 3 years. Once the materials have been extracted we will use them 

for further production of the robots that will be working on the Moon. They 

will be mainly made of aluminum since it is abundent on the Moon and due to 

it being lightweight, thus making it easy to transport and shape. A central 

computer will coordinate the entire activity of the mining robots. Solar panels 

will be used to charge their batteries, a power supply being used when sunlight 

is not available.  

 

 Educational robots 

 

Educational robots will be mainly used in schools and in our university. They 

will be a real help to our teachers since they will be part of the system. They 

can be programmed to teach children different languages and to communicate 

with them. Also, the interaction with the technology will be formed since 

kindergarten where they will establish a connection to the robots. Their design 

will be a friendly one with simple steps to be followed in order to perform an 

operation. Robots will play educative games. Those games will be created to 

stimulate the creativity and the learning speed of the children. As for the kids 

suffering from alienation, they will also be able to play special games and to 

interact with someone else other than their parents who will always protect 

them. Robots will be there to patiently answer any kids’ questions.  
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2.6 Servers 

What exactly is a server? 

A server is a program that provides services to other applications called clients. 

A server is a software that runs on a computer on event the computer itself and 

which expects a request from other computers located in the same network 

array.  Most servers do not show anything on the screen and do not take 

commands from users since they will be working only with the other clients 

linked to the same server.  

Servers will respond to all user’s requests. Communication via Internet will 

represent an important way of exchanging information on the settlement. 

Arcturus Network will be similar to the Internet that we find nowadays on 

Earth. Each computer will have an IP address that will differentiate one 

computer from another.  ATP (Arcturus Transfer Protocol) will be a set of rules 

that need to be precisely followed when accessing files from other computers. 

Another protocol will be AMP (Arcturus Message Protocol) will be responsible 

with the security of e-mails. 

 Arcturus Wireless Network is a network that transports the data and 

instructions through the network kink. Topology represents the way kinks and 

connections are linked in a network. On Arcturus we will use the mesh 

topology that allows us to establish a good connection between computers. 

The main advantage of this network is represented by the ability of the 

network to work forward even if a kink has connecting problems. Topology 

represents the way kinks and connections are linked in a network. On Arcturus 

we will use the mesh topology that allows us to establish a good connection 

between computers.  

Routers will be built according to their final purpose. Business concerns and 

Arcturus Telecommunication Space System will be equipped with routers that 

will reduce the wasted time for receiving data.  
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2.7 Communications 

External communications 

Technology Overview 

Due to the millions of kilometers of space between the Earth and our 

settlement (anywhere between 54.6 million kilometers and 401 million 

kilometers, should Arcturus be located in Mars orbit), classic radio 

communication is highly inefficient. Instead, FSO, standing for Free-Space 

Optical Communication, will be used. FSO technology consists of light 

propagating in free space rather than in a solid material such as optical fibers. 

Although still in development, this technology has, as of yet, given great 

results, with speeds of up to 622 megabits per second having been achieved by 

NASA during their LADEE (Lunar Atmosphere and Dust Environment Explorer) 

mission. Although this technology is inefficient on Earth, due to interference 

from the atmosphere and other atmospheric phenomena such as rain or fog, it 

is very suitable for space communications. In outer space, it posseses a few 

advantages over traditional radio communication, among which are higher bit 

rate, fewer errors and increased security using narrow beams. 

Early Communications 

Arcturus-Earth communication in early development of the settlement will be 

done traditionally, via radio waves. The settlement will communicate with 

satellites in Earth’s orbit, which will relay the information to receivers on the 

ground. In its construction and early functioning stages, Arcturus will be 

located in the Lagrange L1 point, the short distance making expensive FSO 

communication costwise inefficient, as radio waves are fast and reliable 

enough on this scale. 
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Mars Communication 

The  communication setup will consist of a number of sattelites circling the red 

planet. These sattelites will communicate with Arcturus using FSO technology, 

and will be positioned in such a way that at any point in time, the planet does 

not obstruct Arcturus-Earth communications.  

 

These sattelites will in turn communicate with others located in Earth’s orbit, 

again using FSO. This is the most important part of the connection, as it has the 

largest range. 

     
   

         
              

    
   

        
               

Although the signal travels at the speed of light, because of the Earth-Mars 

distance, it will take anywhere between 30 minutes and almost four hours for 

the signal to reach its destination, not taking into consideration processing time 

and other technology-induced latency. While this is acceptable as a means of 

communication, it will render certain tasks, such as live chatting and real time 

internet surfing, impossible. 
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The sattelites in Earth orbit will communicate with the rest of the world 

similarly to how they do today, using radio waves. Although having lower bit 

rate, radio waves are more efficient at transmitting information with little 

interference from external conditions (such as weather) than light beams are. 

 

Internal Communications 

One of Arcturus’ main goals is making its inhabitants feel like home, offering 

them conditions as similar as possible to what they would find on Earth. 

Immediately after the basic biological needs of a human organism comes the 

need of communication. Our settlement will not only provide modern, Earth-

like, means of communication to the people on board but also rise up to the 

challenge of making communication with the people on Earth as easy as 

possible. While the latter has some limitations imposed by the vast distances, 

as mentioned above, we strive not to add any further limitations. 

Nowadays, on Earth, communication is increasingly complex, with the number 

of technologic devices growing every year and creating revenue of billions of 

dollars. Still, all these means of communicating share a common feature: the 

ability to instantly communicate all kinds of information to an easily accesible 

list of people. Modern day devices run on wireless technologies, which greatly 

improve their range and ease of use, and with wireless technology advancing at 

an ever increasing pace, we can safely assume that by the time Arcturus is built 

and fully functional, the wireless standard will be around in some form or 

another. 

That being said, technology on Arcturus will have to have two important 

characteristics: 

 Speed. A major criteria in today’s appreciation of technology is its speed. 

Communication, especially, is desired to be as fast as possible, allowing 

people to express their ideas in as little time as possible, now that time is 

an increasingly precious resource. With both devices’ processing power 
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and wireless communication speeds advancing rapidly (with speeds of up 

to 1Gbps being expected to be reached this year on a consumer level) 

and taking into account the magnitude of the project, we can safely 

assume that technologies available at that day will be fully functional and 

ready to use by Arcturus’ inhabitants. 

 

 Compatibility. The consumer market is nowadays based on diversity, 

with devices offering unique features and functionality to users who 

need them most. Technology on our settlement will have to be 

compatible with the world’s standards at the time that Arcturus is 

operational, allowing residents to bring their own devices and use them 

without any impediment, rather than limiting them to a small range of 

devices. 

 

The devices that we expect to see are more or less future variants of the ones 

we use today. We expect the current day smartphone and tablet to be replaced 

by either holographic or projected displays, allowing the user to change the 

“size” of his device at his will and use it wherever he wants. The pieces of 

technology we are most excited and hopeful about are the electronic 

wearables that have started to hit the market in the past few years. Projects 

like Google’s Glass and Samsung’s Galaxy Gear could prove far more useful in 

the environment of a space settlement than they do today on Earth. Having 

glasses or even contact lenses display essential information and messages on 

the go could save a lot of time, meanwhile providing great utility. 

Communication between the user and his environment is also worth 

mentioning. Having your house fully automated and controllable with a 

portable electronic device is possible even today, with hopes that these 

technologies will develop in the future and be available for the average 

consumer. 

The communication itself will be done via a series of powerful wifi routers, 

ensuring that every spot on Arcturus is covered by at least two such devices. 
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This way, in case of a failure, access to the settlement’s network will still be 

provided. 

Each inhabitant will be able to connect to the settlement’s own network, 

ArcNet, which will, on a smaller scale, act the same way the Internet does 

today, connecting Arcturus’ residents and providing all information needed. 

ArcNet will in turn be connected to the Internet, as mentioned in the external 

communications section, allowing users as much utility as possible within the 

known limitations. 

To better understand what people want as a means of communication, we 

have conducted a survey among friends and family of various ages, asking 

simple questions about the way they wish to communicate: 

1) What kind of communication method do you prefer? 

 standard messaging 18% 

 instant messaging 44% 

 voice chat 16% 

 video chat 22% 

2) What do you expect from a communication system? 

 speed 46% 

 ease of use 54% 

3) Are electronic means of communication an acceptable replacement for 

face to face communication? 

 yes 84% 

 no 16% 

4) Do you prefer electronic means of communication over face to face 

communication? 

 yes 22% 

 no 78% 
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Conducted on 50 people, this survey goes to show that present day 

communication is done with an emphasis on speed and ease of use, with digital 

means of communication being an accepted replacement for direct human 

interaction, if not preferred.  
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3.1 Food  

 

”Man seeks to change the foods available in nature to suit his tastes, thereby 

putting an end to the very essence of life contained in them.”(Sai Baba) 

One of our primary needs is food. We need it to get energy to fulfil our duties 

over the day.  Recent studies have shown that people do not eat according to 

their needs. Some of them pass the lunch time while others eat more than they 

really need. Few people have time to go to nutritionist and some of them do 

not want to spend money only for a chat so they make their own diet according 

to opinions found on the Internet. That is why obesity and heart diseases are 

among the common illnesses these days. The lack of time and stress determine 

people to find a way to compensate the things they do not get by eating more 

then they need.  

On our settlement we believe that nutrition is one of the most important 

things. We need healthy people, strong and capable to fulfil their duties over 

the day.  

3.1.1 Public survey 

We decided to make a survey to see how many people on our school know the 

most important things regarding an 

adequate nutrition.  

1. How many calories should a 

normal person eat?  

 

 

 

Between 500-1000
Between 1000-1500
1800-2000
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2. Do you eat breakfast in the morning? 

 

3. How often do you eat junk food?  

 

4. Do you usually eat your meals in a hurry? 

 

3.1.2 Nutrition principles 

When we eat obtain the necessary nutriments to get enough energy to fulfil 

the energetic consumption and to grow and maintain our organism. The diet 

must be equilibrated so that it will not lead to obesity. People on our 

settlement will eat between 1800-2500 kcal per day according to the level of 

physical activity. There we have nutrients that deliver energy such as 

Yes No

More thant twice a week Once a week

Once a month Never

Yes, I must work while I am eating No
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carbohydrates, proteins and fats and nutrients that do not deliver energy to 

our body like minerals, vitamins and water. We need a certain amount of 

energy per day to supply the energy consumed during processes such as 

breathing or brain activity.  

Nutrients  Roll in nutrition  Examples of food  

Proteins  -Replace the damaged 

cells  

-Replace the amino-

acids lost during the 

metabolic processes 

Meat, eggs, nuts, rice, 

bread, ham, soy, peas, 

milk 

Fats -Deliver energy to our 

body 

-Backup substance  

Cheese, beef, butter, 

pork  

Carbohydrates -Releasing energy  

-Activity of central 

nervous system 

-Activity of 

gastrointestinal system 

Nuts, rice, corn, cereals, 

bananas 

Vitamins  -Effectuate biochemical 

functions 

Cereals, eggs, milk, 

spinach, lettuce, seeds, 

tomatoes  

Minerals -Acido-basic balance  

-Muscle fiber 

contractions 

-Activity of central 

nervous system 

-Development of our 

skeletal system 

Basil, eggs, mint, algae, 

pistachio, parsley, 

nuts,dried apricot, 

cereals, pulled figs, 
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3.1.3 Healthy diet 

A healthy died requires physical activity and healthy food that should be 

chosen according to our needs.  

Food  Quantity  Energy 

(kcal)  

Vitamins  Carbohyd

rates  

Fats  Proteins  

Bread  100g  240 B  56 1,25 5,5 

Beef 100g  180 B  10 8,1 2,4 

Ham 100g  70 C  7,2  0,4  0,7  

Bananas  100g  90  A, B6  23,5  0,3  1,0  

Lemon  100g  34 C  9,5  0,3  0,9 

Sweet 

potatoes  

100g  60 A,C  13,3  0,0  2,0  

Carrot  100g  31  A  6,4  0,5 0,9 

Cheese  100g 200 A 0,3 8,1 25 

Carp  100g  102  B3,B6  2,0  3,7  16,0  

 

 In vitro meat  

In vitro meat will play an important role on our settlement because by growing 

meat in our labs we will reduce the available space for crops. The idea of in 

vitro meat first appeared in 1897 when Kurd Lasswitz wrote ”Two Planets” 

where he talked about the artificial meals introduced on Earth by aliens.  

Cell cultures have became widespread during the past few years.  An in vitro 

environment allows cells to grow offering them the necessary condition for 

development. Nutrients and energy are provided there in order to give them 

the chance to grow outside their environment. The whole process will be 

strictly supervised by scientists from the tissue engineering department.  

A cell incubator will keep a constant temperature that does not have to 

overcome 36 °C, a constant humidity and a certain quantity of CO2 and O2. In 

order to keep the cultures away from mould or germs we will manipulate them 

in a class III biosafety cabinet which will keep sterile both scientist and meat. 

We still need to add hormones to facilitate the industrial growth of meat. One 
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of the advantages of growing in vitro meat represents the possibility of 

avoiding several diseases such as salmonella because the cell incubator will be 

strictly supervised.  

Although we live in a society where technology is part of our lives we are still 

having preconceptions regarding things such as family or food. In vitro meat is 

often seen as an artificial thing that can harm us maybe because we do not 

understand the procedure. But we believe that by introducing the in vitro meat 

into our children’s menu we will make them downright regarding this matter. 

Texture and smell might not be the same since it is hard to imitate them and 

bones will not be on our plate anymore. But this does not mean that we can’t 

educate ourselves.  

As for the environmental matter it is important to mention that in vitro meat is 

an “environmentally-friendly” product. We will no longer need to kill the 

animals in order to get some food. Arcturus will be a place where technology 

has become powerful enough to give them a chance to survive.  

Unfortunately, the costs of growing in vitro meat are quite high. Anyway, we 

think that the other advantages make this investment worth.  

  

3.2 Transport 

An efficient transport system has to permit moving from point A to point B with 

minimum cost and minimum time spent.  Other factors that have to be taken in 

consideration are the safety of the methods used, the complexity of the 

structures used, as well as the propellant availability.  

3.1.1 Transport outside the colony 

 

The settlement will be assembled in the 4th Lagrangian point of the Earth-Moon 

system because it offers stability during the construction phase and it is located 

close to the Moon which is going to represent the main source of materials. It is 

also efficient because the gravity of the Earth’s natural satellite is only a sixth of 

the one we experience on our planet, which materializes in a lower amount of 
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propellant used to take off from the surface of the Moon, making the costs 

lower. 

The propellant used for this kind of vehicles will he liquid hydrogen. It is a type 

of fuel widely used for rocket thrust because of its high specific impulse, the 

force with respect to the amount of propellant used per unit time, which is the 

highest of all the available possibilities. Although there are some 

disadvantages, the most important one being its low density which results in a 

need of large tanks, which makes the vehicles considerably heavier and 

increases the requirement of lithium and aluminum from which the fuel tanks 

will be built.  

For this, we propose the CNK Alpha vehicle, consisting of a simple, but effective 

design to keep the costs as low as possible. 

The small components will be carried with a single vehicle, while large parts of 

the future construction will be moved using multiple units for greater stability 

and ease of manipulation. 

Let us analyze the movement of a spacecraft taking off from the surface of the 

moon. The first  

case is when the rocket moves in the absence of any external forces, in 

vacuum, with no gravity and air resistance : 

The change of linear momentum in the vertical direction is 0 so: 

 (    )
  

  
   

  

  
, where v is the speed of the rocket,    is the speed of 

the exhaust gases, dm represents 

the mass of rocket propellant that 

exits the rocket in a small period of 

time. 

Simplifying dt  

 (    )       ,    

    represents the exhaust 

velocity relative to the rocket 

and, to simplify the equation, 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tsiolkovsky_rocket_equation 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Force
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Propellant
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can be replaced with u, since it is almost constant for most rockets       

    , separating the variables  

      
  

 
 ; integrating both sides : 

∫    ∫  
  

 
 

∫       ∫
  

 
 

           

The constant of integration is determined for v =0 , m =    

                    

      (        )  

     
  
 

 

 

Note : The minus sign appears because the quantity dm is 

negative, since the rocket loses mass while exhausting 

propellant. 

But, as the Moon has gravity, we need to take it into 

consideration: 

Newton’s second law becomes: 

       , where T is the thrust generated by fuel 

exhaustion and equals 

  (    )
|  |

  
  . The drag force is also neglected because the 

atmosphere on the Moon is virtually inexistent. 

The nozzle should be built so that there is no thrust on the horizontal direction 

and that the fuel pumps can provide a high debit of propellant. 
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This allows us to determine the optimal system configuration and the geometry 

of the rocket to maintain a good management over the available resources. We 

must not forget that each spacecraft must have enough fuel to return to the 

Moon base after deploying the cargo. 

After the construction phase is finished, all the CNK Alpha modules will be used 

for additional missions, exploring, or can provide a feasible mean of transport. 

Another aspect which has to be taken into consideration is the transport of 

resources from our mother planet to a certain location, such as the colony itself 

or the lunar base. To ensure living conditions, people need water for drinking, 

washing or industrial processes and also need food. Rockets will also transport 

people from the Earth to the settlement when the stage of the process allows 

to.  

The best way to do so is to have a fleet of reusable rocket launchers, which are 

vehicles capable of returning after dropping the payload. An important part of 

our budget will be spent for transport and we can make a few estimations 

regarding this topic. 

A regular rocket launch will cost approximately $80 million and will have the 

capacity to transport 18,000 kg of payload to the Moon. The lunar mining base 

will represent home to 150 people.  

These values are calculated for a period of 6 months, until the main systems of 

the Moon Mining Station are established(i.e. water recycling station, mining 

vehicles and metallurgical plants) 

Category Number of units Weight / unit [kg] Total weight [kg] 

People 150 80 12.000 

Food 27.000 1 27.000 

Water  27.000 50 1.350.000 

Starting vehicles 10 5.000 50.000 

Miscellaneous - - 30.000 

 

This conducts to the fact that to establish an active Moon Mining facility, 

almost 82 rocket flights will take place, summing for $6,5 billion. Some other 
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take offs will take place to transport the future colonists from the Earth to the 

colony. They will also need food until the first crops are harvested and meat is 

produced. Taking into account the large number of settlers, it implies a 

considerable number of launches to get everything ready on the future human 

habitat. 

A way to decrease the costs for this is the continuous research to discover 

improved ways of constructing a space vehicle to have both a low price and 

high payload capacity.  

  

3.2.2 Transport on the settlement 

The inhabitants must, for sure, maintain their health by moving for at least 30 

or 60 minutes a day. This includes any kind of sports, jogging, or even walking. 

Walking itself can provide a good way to move from one place to another, but, 

since the inhabiting areas will be considerably large, we must come up with a 

fast, yet cheap way of transport both from a location to another on a living 

torus, but also between different locations on the settlement. 

Since the space is limited and we do not want to waste it, giving each 

inhabitant a personal car would mean that we also have to build roads and 

provide fuel, and it only represents a waste of the available resources.  

Each torus will have two rails of permanent magnets using levitating trains. 

Even though the torus is not that large to require trains going in both 

directions, it is better to have it this way because it both shortens the time of 

travel and it provides a backup solution in case there is an unexpected problem 

with one of the rails and it needs human intervention.  Electromagnets will be 

situated at different key points, as in the proximity of the stations to accelerate 

or decelerate the moving train. The loss of energy due to friction with air is 

small and the energy required to operate such vehicles is considerably smaller. 

What is more, the absence of contact between the rail and the train means 

there is no vibration transmitted to the surface, so that the settlers don’t have 

to worry about constant noise and sound pollution. 
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Between the main components of the settlement, i.e. the tori and the central 

sphere, there will be a system of tunnels with capsules moving from one 

module to another. The capsules will operate using electromagnets and all the 

process will be guided by computers. But one problem arises when we take 

into account that the torus spins, while the linking components do not. The 

solution to our problem is making the end of the tunnel rotate with the same 

angular velocity as the torus, so that there is no problem with the transfer from 

a rotating component to a stationary one. The speed during the connection 

must be high enough to allow a capsule to pass undamaged from the rotation 

of the joined ends. Since transport is bidirectional, there will be two tunnels, 

one for each way. For safety reasons, only one capsule can pass each time the 

torus completes a rotation. 

 The inhabitants must, for sure, maintain their health by moving for at least 30 

or 60 minutes a day. This includes any kind of sports, jogging, or even walking. 

Walking itself can provide a good way to move from one place to another, but, 

since the inhabiting areas will be considerably large, we must come up with a 

fast, yet cheap way of transport both from a location to another on a living 

torus, but also between different locations on the settlement.  

Since the space is limited and we do not want to waste it, giving each 

inhabitant a personal car would mean that we also have to build roads and 

provide fuel, and it only represents a waste of the available resources.  

Trains 

Each torus will have two rails of permanent magnets using levitating trains. 

Even though the torus is not that large to require trains going in both 

directions, it is better to have it this way because it both shortens the time of 

travel and it provides a backup solution in case there is an unexpected problem 

with one of the rails and it needs human intervention. Electromagnets will be 

situated at different key points, as in the proximity of the stations to accelerate 

or decelerate the moving train. The loss of energy due to friction with air is 

small and the energy required to operate such vehicles is considerably smaller. 

What is more, the absence of contact between the rail and the train means 
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there is no vibration transmitted to the surface, so that the settlers don’t have 

to worry about constant noise and sound pollution.  

Capsules 

Between the main components of the settlement, i.e. the tori and the central 

sphere, there will be a system of tunnels with capsules moving from one 

module to another. The capsules will operate using electromagnets and all the 

process will be guided by computers. But one problem arises when we take 

into account that the torus spins, while the linking components do not. The 

solution to our problem is making the end of the tunnel rotate with the same 

angular velocity as the torus, so that there is no problem with the transfer from 

a rotating component to a stationary one. The speed during the connection 

must be high enough to allow a capsule to pass undamaged from the rotation 

of the joined ends. Since transport is bidirectional, there will be two tunnels, 

one for each way. For safety reasons, only one capsule can pass each time the 

torus completes a rotation. 

Elevators 

Due to the fact that people need to move from one place to another in a short 

period of time we believe that elevators can be an efficient. Residents will 

spend most of their time on the tori where they will have different facilities 

such as tearooms, gyms, museums or parks and they will use trains or capsules 

to move from one module to another. But scientist and the research 

department will need elevators in the central sphere since there will be 

experiments regarding the lack of gravity phenomenon. 

Elevators will have a maximum capacity of 10 people. Since they will be placed 

in our central sphere where the g-force is small electromagnetic rings will be 

used to move the elevators from place to place.  Electromagnetic rings will be 

made of wire covered around iron. When residents enter the elevator through 

the wire will pass current that will turn the iron core into a temporary magnet. 

The elevator will move between two rings: one that will reject it and one that 

will attract it. Those processes will be realized by changing the current in the 

magnetic field. When we want to move to another floor the magnet that 
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attracted the elevator in the first place will now reject it since we will change 

the orientation of the current through the wire. 

3.3 Buildings 

”The mother art is architecture. Without an architecture of our own we have no 

soul of our own civilization.”(Frank Lloyd Wright) 

 

Buildings on our settlement will be mainly apartment houses since we need to 

save space as much as we can. They have to be resistant enough, comfortable, 

and safe and endowed with the necessary technology.   

We strongly believe that people from each country come on our settlement 

having a cultural background and we think that although we need to save space 

they should find a way to express themselves. For them we will make couple of 

buildings that will try to imitate the style from several countries that will 

probably have their own 

representans on Arcturus.  

1. Do you live in a house or in a 

flat? 

 

 

 

 

2. Do you believe that technology should be integrated in your house? 

  

 

 

 

 

      

    

Yes No

Yes No Not too much
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3. Do you feel comfortable sharing space people other than your family? 

 

3.3.1 Materials 

When building the houses we must make sure that we use the appropriate 

materials according to the needs and the availability of them on the settlement 

or nearby it. Houses must be resistant enough so that they will require less 

reconditioning.  

Moon will be the primary resource. Constructions must be large enough to 

accommodate 2500 inhabitants. 

When 

choosing 

materials 

we need to 

consider 

the 

carrying 

capacity. 

This 

criterion 

indicates 

how strong 

and 

resistant will the material be during the construction in order to build a loss-

free architecture.  

Yes, as long as they can be trusted No
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 Reinforced concrete  

Walls are composed by several elements such as masonry (wood, reinforced 

concrete etc.), isolation (soundproofing, heat insulation or sound attenuation), 

rendering, windows and doors. 

On Arcturi walls will be made of monolithic reinforced concrete which is often 

used for building structural walls. Houses will be about 30 meters tall which 

means we need strong walls to sustain the whole construction. Another 

advantage of this material is that its carrying capacity is high, compared to 

walls made of wood.  Furthermore, using reinforced concrete we will reduce 

the required period of time. 

 Titanium 

Instead of steel we will use titanium because we can find it on Moon and Mars. 

Titanium has been often used in constructions. Light weight, the fact that it can 

be recyclable and that the fact that it is innoxiously can be the main advantages 

of this metal. Since corrosion will not be a problem if we use this material, 

other thriftlessness will be avoided. As we have previously stated our buildings 

will be about 30 m height and the fact that titanium is light metal represents a 

big advantage since it will not carry out any reduction over the construction.  

Titan alloy has been recently used in aerospace engineering field and this fact 

has influenced the way this metal has been processed over the time.  

We will use it for roofing, too since it is resistant enough that we will not have 

to pay extra money to fix it in case something happens, compared to cooper 

that galls faster than titanium. It is true that the dressing of it is not an easy 

thing to do because during the process it becomes flinty so we need to use a 

wide shearing angle in order to get a fine chip. The fact that it is flexible since it 

has a small Young’s module must be taken into account because it tends to 

distort under a certain force. To prelucrate bigger pieces we will use the 

trochoidal milling process since during it only a small part of the tool will be in 

contact with the metal. Another factor that needs to be taken into account, too 

is the editing temperature that must be low. 

http://hallo.ro/search.do?l=ro&d=en&query=thriftlessness
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 Glass 

Glass will have multiple applications on our settlement such as windows, 

mirrors or even doors. Nowadays architects tend to use it often in modern 

constructions because it has proved to be efficient since it allows the sun light 

to lighten roominess. Furthermore, the aesthetic factors can be taken into 

account.  

Glass is resistant and by heating it chances its chemical composition. The one 

we will use is quite different than an ordinary one. For buildings the density of 

glass must be about 2500kg/m3.  If we need an opaque window we will simply 

grate it with sand. Crooked windows will be used for show cases and will be 

bended by their own masses at about 600 oC.  

 Stone  

Dry stone can be used for building walls or bridges since it is considered to be 

stronger than gypsum.  We will use stone for building enclosures that will be 

build following the dry stone technique. Large pieces of stone will be but one 

over another and small ones will fill the holes and and at the end the walls will 

be similar to the ones made of brick. Brownstone and marble will cover the 

floor although we will use wood, too but this one is expensive and on our 

settlement it will not be easy to find. Because brownstone and marble tend to 

maintain a lower temperature in a house a specially designed installation will 

give to our residents the possibility to choose a certain temperature.  

 Gypcrete 

Gypsum concrete will be used for floors. It is made of sand, water, fluidizer and 

polyvinyl alcohol which is an additive that is used against dust. According to the 

recent researches it looks like a pressure between 15-17 Pa might be the most 

suitable.  
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 Cement 

Cement is made of limestone mixed with another material based on iron and 

both are heated at 1.450 ˚C. After this process, the product called clinker is 

then cooled down and then mixed with gypsum. It will be used to produce 

compo which is made of cement and sand. This material will be used as a 

binding between other materials to mend the floors, to cover up the walls or 

for the occlusion of the holes. 

 Wood 

Although wood will not be an important material on our settlement due to 

economic reasons we will use it in creating several apartments for people that 

come from several cultures such as Chinese or maybe Indians.  

3.3.2 Design  

The design does not need to be a complicated one. We will use the space as 

much as we can in order to give our residents a pleasant stay. 
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3.3.3 Houses for different cultures 

We believe that home is where your heart is. We must admit that a space 

settlement may not seem friendly at the beginning since everyone got used to 

a specific life and culture. Still, we will try to make a comfortable inhabitancy 

for every resident of Arcturus. 

The economical aspect of this decision must be taken into consideration since 

further expenses will be involved but we will try to make them as low as by 

using natural 

materials. 

 

                                                                                   

On Arcturus there 

will be approximately 

13 customizable 

apartments. Each 

resident that comes 

from China, India or 

any other country  will have the possibility to design his home according to his 

wishes.  

Certain materials like bamboo or painted glass will be available. Also by paying 

a price they can order a specific material from Earth.  

3.3.4 Offices 

Offices will be the places where people such as economists from different 

departments will work. Businessmen will have access to all the information 

available on their filed since we will collect them from the earth and will store 

them in an internal data base. Paperwork will be history since the work will be 

also storied in password protected computers that will be able to recognize 

fingerprints after introducing a secret code.  
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The surface of each office will be 

great-sized because we believe 

they do not need a larger to 

complete their tasks.  

Offices will have a big where 

workers will do their job. 

Furthermore, there will be 

another room for the head of the 

department which will be 

separated from the other ones. 

The meeting room will have a 

table for computers and a 

projector for different presentations. We will have a large surface of windows 

since they will mostly work during the day and in this way we will save money. 

A small kitchen will be placed on every floor of the building and there workers 

will permanently find coffee, water and food.  
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3. 4 Government 

”As I would not be a slave, so I would not be a master. This expresses my idea of 

democracy.”(Abraham Lincoln) 

Even if we talk about an artificial environment people need rules in order to 

maintain a proper atmosphere. Anarchy can appear even though we make 

rules which need to be followed as much as possible. Before leaving Earth 

people will be informed about those terms and if they agree, they will have to 

be subdued to them. 

On Arcturus there will not be a president, a prime-minister and the heads of 

different departments. Periodically elections will be held offering our settlers 

the chance to choose or to change their leader.  

It is important to mention that Arcturus will have a democratic system of 

government. Moreover, citizens can express their options since we want our 

settlers to be pleased. On Arcturus people will have the power to decide 

between their leaders.  

Different departments such as education, engineering or medicine will be 

located on our settlement. Those departments will become the prime 

government form in case of emergency such as plague, asteroids strokes or 

other malfunctions of the settlement. People in charge of those departments 

will not have longer terms of office since this is an important and exhausting 

job.  

People over 18 years old can choose between the candidates who will present 

their proposals during the election campaign. When they arrive for the first 

time on our station they will have to decide since they will already know the 

candidates before leaving Earth. Every four years other elections will be held 

and people can decide if they want to keep the same people. But the president 

can’t occupy the same position for more than 8 years as or the prime-minister 

he can’t be there for more than 12 years. After that they advise other people 

and they can also teach students on Arcturus. Colonist will be permanently 

informed regarding Arcturi candidates since they will all give couple of 

speaches in order to prove their ability to cope with difficult situations. The 
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election period will last 2 months. Each department will delegate couple of 

candidates considering thier previous scientific results.  

As for the president and the prime-minister they need to be experienced and 

older than everyone else.  

Democracy means by definition that the power is given to citizens who can 

participate equally to elections. But if someone breaks the rules, he or she will 

lose  the right to vote.  

As we have previously said each department will have leader who will report 

everything to the prime-minister and next to the president who will be 

permanently in touch with our planet. Every 3 days he will send a complete 

report from each department regarding our state, possible needs or 

unexpected problems that need to be fixed as soon as possible. 

Once they have succeeded and they have earned enough votes the can choose 

a couple of people to be their counselors. For example the head of the medical 

department can have few people who are specialized in different areas such as 

surgery, stomatology or pediatrics. Those people will inform the head of their 

department in case they believe a plague has installed on Arcturus who will 

report further to the prime-minister. As for the president and the prime-

minister they need to be experienced and older than everyone else since they 

will be the link between our settlement and Earth. 
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Job Max. number of 

years 

Studies Duties 

President 8 years Doctor’s degree 

in applied 

sciences, 

bachelor’s degree 

in political 

sciences 

To communicate 

to Earth our 

problems; 

supervising all 

the processes; 

head of security 

Prime-minister 12 years Bachelor’s degree 

in applied 

sciences and in 

political science 

Communicate to 

the President all 

the problems; 

supervise the 

departments 

Head of a 

department 

Unlimited Doctor’s degree 

in their field 

Communicate to 

the Prime-

minister all the 

problems; 

supervise each 

worker from his 

department 

 

 Legislation 

Arcturus will have certain rules that need to be rigorously followed in order to 

keep the peace on our settlement. 

Policeman will use a special station that allows them to communicate with 

other coworkers. They will also use a device that gives them the authorization 

to identify every citizen and to access their personal record.  
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Main laws on Arcturus 

There will be several laws on our settlement, but we will present the most 

important of them: 

1. Unauthorized people can’t access several areas. We don’t have 

something to hide but people can hurt themselves while travelling from 

place to place. There will be several security checkpoints so that no 

stranger should enter those rooms. 

2. People have the obligation to have a permanent job on Arcturus. They 

must be an active part of our system. 

3. Another rule refers to intangible person properties. People can have 

access to other’s houses only if permitted. 

4. Adults are responsible for taking care of people who are under 18 years 

old. 

5. Citizens must pay their assessments. 

 Punishments for breaking the rules 

For felony murder or other major law-breakings settlers are send back to Earth 
and their access on our settlement is permanently forbidden. For small 
misdemeanors they are send to a reform school for a shorter or longer period 
of time. After that the head of the security department will determine the 
number of hours assigned for community work. 

 Acceptance criteria 

Since we need intelligent, strong and healthy people on our settlement we 
believe it is necessary to make a lists or criteria that need to be carried into in 
order to get to live on Arcturus. 

Stage 1: The announcement 

On Earth there will be several announcements in different areas. Everyone can 

complete an online by answering to some simple questions regarding their 

decision. All of them need to have: 

1. No criminal record. We can’t accept violent or inscrutable people. 

2. No smoke or drogs addictions. On Arcturus there won’t be any of them. 

3. An university diploma is indispensable. 

4. A recognized certificate in English. 

http://hallo.ro/search.do?l=ro&d=en&query=assessment
http://hallo.ro/search.do?l=ro&d=en&query=law-breaking
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5. People must be between 18 and 55 years old. 

Stage 2: Testing 

Once each country chooses some people whowill be called to a centre where 

they will be tested. Multiple complex physical and psychological analysis will be 

accomplished. They can’t have any  disease and all of them need to be 

physically healthy. Their reaction to different external stimulations will be 

evaluated as they will be put in different situations. Once they have passed the 

examination they will be prepared for the trip to the station. 

 

 

Stage 3: Accomodation  

Every citizen will have a record once they get on the station. In the first year 

they will be checked every month for any physical or psychological problem. 

Any warryment will be pointed out and appropriate measures will be taken.  

  

 

3.5  Relaxing places 

Our settler’s state of mind is very important on Arcturus so we have created 

couple of places where they can spend their free-time. Working all day long is 

something difficult to do and living under pressure can be hard sometimes. 

People need to do things for leisure in order to give the best efficiency at work. 

Our citizens will have breaks over the day when they can choose between 

couple of activities such as swimming, reading a book or drinking a coffee. 

 

3.5.1 Parks 

Parks can be the perfect place to spend your own free-time. Public ones will 

have comfortable benches and playing areas for children. On our settlement, 

parks are important since they will recreate the Earth’s natural environment. 

They can be the perfect place for a walk or a musical concert. Arcturi specialist 

will take care of our trees and flowers by planting new ones when necessary or 

by adjusting their shape .Beside the aesthetic factors, sear flowers may be used 
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as compost heap. It is important to mention that only one tree produces 

approximately 118 kilograms of oxygen and that is something to capitalize on. 

Several seeds will be brought from Earth in the first place and some of them 

will be shown in the following table: 

 

 

 

Plant Lent lily Jasmine Bushes Oak Roses 

Number of 

seeds 

700 800 500 350 700 

Area (m2 ) 500 400 250 350 350 

Total number of seeds: 3050 

Total area: 1700 m2 

 

 

 

 

 

3.5.2 Hobby Clubs  

On Arcturus there will be different hobby clubs such as music or ikebana clubs 

or literary circle. Here our citizens can meet other people, exchange 

information regarding their favorite subjects of interest. 

 

 

3.5.3 Sport clubs 

Studies have shown that physical exercises improve our state of mind, our 

immunity and that by practicing regular sports children may improve their self-

confidence. It is a certain fact that today young people are suffering from 

several diseases such as ischemic cardiomyopathy, arterial hypertension or 

obesity caused by stress or sedentariness. To prevent them it is required to do 

http://hallo.ro/search.do?l=ro&d=en&query=literary
http://hallo.ro/search.do?l=ro&d=en&query=circle
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at least 30 minutes of exercise per day. It can be a good way to relax your body, 

mind and soul, to meet other people and to lose weight if needed. There will be 

3 swimming pools on Arcturus, 2 fitness gyms, one tennis field. Other clubs for 

dancers or gymnastics are also available on our settlement. 

 Arcturus Olympics 

Arcturus Olympics is a sport event which will take place every four years on 

Ares Sport Arena, named after the Greek god of war. But this will not be an 

ordinary competition. There will be complex games that will test several 

aptitudes such as swiftness, endurance and the ability to work under pressure. 

For example there will be the volleyball competition or the water polo match 

will be held in a room where g-force is very small. This will offer them an 

interesting experience since the rules will not be the same.  

Paralympics will also be a part of our competition. People suffering from 

different disabilities will not feel off casted anymore and as they will be given 

the perfect opportunity to compete themselves. Cycling, swimming or athletic 

sports are only a few examples from the Olympic programme.  

 

3.5.4 Coffeehouses and shops 

Coffeehouses can be the perfect place for meetings or for spending time with 

our friends. Also alongside shops they can be a place of employment for our 

settlers. 

 

3.5.5 Arcturus Museum and libraries 

On our settlement there will be a museum where people can see Earth’s 

history and moments of glory or different stages of Arcturi development. 

Moreover, people from different cultures can present their traditions through 

an exhibition. 
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Libraries will be a quiet, relaxing place where our students can access different 

documents and books. Old ones will be replaced by computers and each book 

will have a certain code and for a small fee people will have the possibility to 

buy some of them.  

 

3.5.6 Theatres  

Theatres can be a way to relax after a hard day of work. On Arcturus there will 

be theaters with 12 auditoriums. Movies will come from the Earth but Arcturus 

Studio will also shoot films time to time allowing young and talented people to 

reveal their talent in front of the world. Furthermore, for a small price people 

can buy movies using a special card so that they can see them on their own TV. 

 

3.5.7 0 G room 

We thought that a 0 G room might offer to our settlers an interesting 

experience.  Imponderability gives them the chance to play different games 

such as squash or basketball in a totally changed manner. But people can’t 

spend too much time there because according to the latest research, a long 

exposure to a weightlessness environment can affect our cerebral arteries 

causing cerebrovascular accident. 

 

3.5.8 Restaurants 

Restaurants are the perfect place for a meeting or for spending time with your 

family. We have created small restaurants that serve the meal according to the 

culture. We do know for certain that on Arcturus there will be people from 

different cultures and we thought that they would like to eat traditional food. 

For example, Chinese people can consume their own food in a certain 

restaurant but if they want they gave the opportunity to try something new as 

Indian or Italian food.  
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County Breakfast Lunch  Dinner Drinks 

Spain Pan con tomato, 

Bacon,Omelette 

Paella,marisco,Embutidos, 

Migas,Rice pudding, 

Gambas, Catalan cream 

Churro, 

Chorizo, 

Gazpacho 

Wine, Beer, 

Sherry 

India Kedgere, Mango 

chutney, Hoppers, 

Idli 

Tandoori sabzi, Machli 

tikka, Gosht biryani,Kulfi, 

Murgh tikka,Paneer 

tikka,Paratha, Puri 

Basmati 

chawal, 

Sabzi biryani, 

Gulab jumun 

Mahua,Hadi

a 

Sonti, 

Sekmai, 

Bengla, 

Cholai 

France Croissant, Muffins, 

Pain au chocolat, 

Baguette,Salmon, 

Fruits, Pain aux 

raisins 

Cassoulet toulousain, Confit 

de canard, Foie gras, 

Quiche, Taboule 

Le fromage, 

Rosbif,Giglot, 

Ham, Mousse 

au chocolat 

Café au lait, 

Juice,Kir, 

Champagne 

China Rice mush,Candied 

fruit,Omelette, 

Tomatoes 

Rice, Vegetables, Noodles, 

Fish, Soup  

Rice, 

Vegetables 

Soy milk, 

Green tea 

Turkey Jam, Honey,Beyaz 

peynir,Eggs,Kayma

k, 

Kimit 

Börek,Pilaf, Gözleme, 

Dolma, Veal, Kiymali 

ispanak, Kuzu çevirme, 

Yüksük, Şehriye 

Çerkez 

peyniri,Lor, 

Beyaz peynir, 

Çökelek 

Tea, Raki, 

Wine, 

Ayran, 

Boza, 

Şalgam 

suyu 

Italy Muffins, 

Bruschette, 

Croissant 

Meat, Fish, 

Vegetables,Tiramisu, 

Rissoto, Spaghetti 

Bruschette, 

Spaghetti, 

Pudding 

Tea, Coffe, 

Water, 

Wine 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Y%C3%BCks%C3%BCk&action=edit&redlink=1
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/%C5%9Eehriye
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/%C3%87erkez_peyniri
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/%C3%87erkez_peyniri
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Beyaz_peynir
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=%C3%87%C3%B6kelek&action=edit&redlink=1
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/%C5%9Ealgam_suyu
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/%C5%9Ealgam_suyu
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3.5.9 Aquarium  

In the middle of the central park there will be an aquarium with a wide range of 

rare fish. Children and adults can come hire to see with their own eyes different 

species of fishes. Machines will simulate sound of the waves  and lights will 

imitate the sky, the sun or maybe the ocean. In front of theme there will be 

touchscreens so that everyone can get information regarding a certain breed. 

 

 

 

 

3.6 Medical system 

He who studies medicine without books sails an uncharted sea, but he who 

studies medicine without patients does not go to sea at all.(William Osler) 

Health care is an important element on Arcturus. In order to function properly 

we need healthy inhabitants so consequently we must have a well-developed 

medical system.  

On Arcturus there will be a big hospital that will answer to different needs. 

Several departments will take care of our inhabitants. Although we hope it will 

not be visited very often since robots will do the hardest jobs, we must make 

sure that citizens are healthy and capable to do their work. 
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At the beginning they will be evaluated every month. People will have special 

medical records where doctors will mark down their current medical condition. 

Arcturus medical system is characterized by three simple principles: 

prevention, treatment and avoiding future similar diseases.  

 

After 5 years citizens will be evaluated every 3 months to see if there are any 

medical problems. If something goes wrong the doctor will inform the specialist 

regarding the situation. If there is an epidemic disease that person will be put 

immediately into quarantine.  

3.6.1. Medical personnel 

Medical personnel will be smaller than on Earth since there will be robots to 

replace theme where necessary. 

When a patient arrives he will be evaluated by the doctor who is on duty. He 

will prescribe medication if the patient suffers from a mild disease. If not, he 

will sent him to the specific department to be treated by a specialist. 

An epidemic disease might destroy the settlement so we must take care of this 

situation by isolating the patient and providing the necessary treatment for the 

rest of the settlers. The research department will investigate what causes the 

disease and methods of preventing it.   

 

 

Patient 

Specialist 

Intern Robots 
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Department Duties of specialists 

Cardiology Diagnose and treat patient’s heart 

diseases such as heart failure or 

valvular heart disease 

General surgery Operate inhabitants if they have 

problems with their stomach, 

esophagus, colon, liver, pancreas, bile 

ducts, thyroid gland, hernias 

Plastic surgery Reconstruction of hands, legs, noses 

etc. 

Gastroenterology Diagnose and treat people’s problems 

with digestive system(gastrointestinal 

tract) 

Hematology Studies blood diseases(morphology, 

diagnosis, treatment, way of avoiding 

it) 

Neurology Diagnose and treat neurogical 

problems related to central and 

peripheral nervous system. Clinical 

research is also required. 

Obstetrics and Gynecology Diagnose and treat problems with 

female reproductive organs. They will 

monitories pregnant women 

Orthopedics Treats problems with musculoskeletal 

system 

Psychiatry Diagnose and treat mental problems 

such as anorexia or antisocialism 

Stomatology Treats dental diseases. Diagnoses and 

studies the morphology and the way of 

avoiding future dental diseases as 

dental caries or periodontitis 

Pediatrics Treats infants, adolescents and 

children’s problems 
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3.6.2. Prevention  

In order to prevent some diseases a regular visit to the hospital may be a 

solution. Here a doctor will examine the patient and will decide if he needs to 

be kept there for further tests.  

Each resident will have a small chip under their skin. This device will send a 

signal to the owner and to the doctor in case something goes wrong. This will 

give us the chance to treat him as soon as possible. 

3.6.3. Treatment 

Patients will be kept in hospital as long as it necessary. Quarantine may be the 

only solution to avoid the spilling of the disease. After the critic period had 

passed they are free to go home which is another stage of their recovery 

programme. Each house will have the necessary equipment in case of 

emergency. Here they will be monitored and they will be run daily tests such as 

urine and blood samples.  

3.6.4. Avoiding similar diseases 

Avoiding similar diseases is an important point in our medical system. The 

research department will try to make a vaccine so that they can immunize the 

settlers during and after an epidemic illness. They will also investigate the 

causes of the affection. 

3.6.5. Nanotechnology in medicine 

Nanotechnology will be frequently used on our settlement because it gives us 

the opportunity to work on a very small scale (smaller than a micron). That 

gives us the chance to treat only the source of the problem. 

Treating genetic problems or other diseases 

Nowadays genetic syndromes have became a common problem all over the 

world. Pollution, smoking or stress are only a few factors that can cause such 

diseases. On Arcturus we will be using nanotechnology to repair the damaged 

DNA molecules once the disease has been diagnosed.  
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For example the Down syndrome represents a genetic affection that causes 

physical and psychological development backwardness.  But small particles will 

be able to remove the second copy of the chromosome 21. 

According to the American Cancer Society almost 1600 people suffering from 

cancer die every day. The National Institutes of Health says that 2008 the costs 

of treating patients affected by this disease were $201.5 billion. 

Nanotechnology will be the fastest and easiest solution of all. Small particles 

will be sent where cancer cells grow and will remove them from that area so 

that chemotherapy, other drugs or hospitalization will not be needed. 

Fibres 

Fibres made of carbon will be a real help in surgery. They will be used to repair 

the damaged organs or to create artificial ones. Recently scientist have 

developed a new technique of adjusting the size of the fibres so that they can 

fit perfectly.  

Image during the surgery 

According to the latest research it looks like particles offer a better imagine 

during the surgery. On Arcturus doctors will use them to visualize the small 

vessels, tumors, or other small areas they need to be focused on. Furthermore 

robots will be programmed by doctors to do certain procedures during the 

surgeries. They will be supervised all the time during the process and if 

something goes wrong doctors will intercede immediately.  

3.6.6. 3D Printing 

3D printing will play an important role on our settlement since people may 

need a transplant. The device will add layer after layer and will follow accurate 

instructions and will be permanently supervised by doctors and engineers. We 

will reproduce the desired organ so that we will no longer need a donor and 

the unnecessary waiting time will be considerably reduced.  
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3.7 Education system 

”The aim of education is the knowledge, not of facts, but of values.”(William S. 

Burroughs) 

Education is probably one of the most important aspects on our settlement and 

no details should be neglected. The future of Arcturus depends on the quality 

of our system, the endurance of our teachers and the ambition and the 

intelligence of our children. 

Our system will be divided into 5 parts and hereinafter we will present it. 

3.7.1. Kindergarten 

As infantile as it may seem kindergarten is one of the most important steps in 

the development of a calm and sociable person. At this age they will learn to 

communicate with each other, learn to share things and they will be taught an 

important lesson of life: they are not alone, they live in a community among 

other people who also have needs.  

Kindergarten can also be an alternative for parents who have to go to work. 

Specially trained stuff will take care of the children.  They will learn how to tell 

a story, how to be responsible and they will be encouraged to express 

themselves in every possible way.  During those 3 years teachers will make the 

first chart of the children, a personal report of kid’s behavior. This report will 

follow him during his educational process showing his progress after each step. 

For a lump sum parents can go in for special courses such as swimming or 

painting.  

3.7.2. Primary school 

At this point things tend to get serious. Children are now older but they have 

the advantage to be used to other kids. Other teacher will take our children 

and will teach them to write, to count, to be responsible for their own decisions 

even though those are not important at this moment. Science will be the 

center of their education from the beginning. They will be taught things such as 

natural sciences, they will be told facts about the Universe in a language 

adapted to their understanding and they will also learn basic math. At school 

http://www.brainyquote.com/quotes/quotes/w/williamsb383613.html
http://www.brainyquote.com/quotes/authors/w/william_s_burroughs.html
http://www.brainyquote.com/quotes/authors/w/william_s_burroughs.html
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Physics 

Astronomy 
Mathematics 

Chemistry  

Biology 
Optionals 

Assignment of subjects for middle 
school children 

Physics Astronomy Mathematics Chemistry Biology Optionals

they will have only 4 hours per day and another 1 for homework. Parents can 

choose  if they want to leave their children another hour when they can sleep 

or go  for a walk accompanied by qualified personnel. 

 

3.7.3. Middle school 

When it comes to this point children will continue their study in physics, 

mathematics and other sciences. But subjects such as art or music will not be 

neglected since we want to develop complex personalities. Of course those 

subjects will not be that important in their schedule. Astronomy will play an 

important role in their education since on Arcturus research department will 

occupy a significant position. 

It is important to mention that children will use different devices during their 

education process such as tablets or interactive boards. They will not have 

books to carry every day. Instead of them, they will have a card that allows 

them to access a virtual library. Handbooks will be available for free, but for the 

rest of them their parents will have to pay a smaller or a bigger price. Speaking 

about grades those are confidential and can be seen from home by introducing 

an user name and a password. An exam will be given every two years. At the 

end of this stage they will choose different subjects that will be fathomed 

during high school. Psychologist will give consultation after reading kid’s 

personal report. 
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3.7.4. High school 

After the decision each child will follow his own way. They will choose if they 

want to go to a University at the end of the high school, or if they simply want 

to become analysts or trained nurses. The school year will be divided into 2 

terms. In the first one children will learn only the theoretical notions. After they 

had passed an exam, in the second term children will apply what they have 

already learned and they will also have the opportunity to spend time with 

scientist. 

Classrooms will not be crowded since each class will have only 15 children. 

Teachers are obliged to be patient. We believe that on Arcturus it is important 

for our settler’s growth to develop a complex relationship with their teachers.  

 

                                                     An example of classroom  
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3.7.5. University 

 Arcturus University will have a complex system of education to fulfill our 

settler’s wishes and our settlement’s needs. Different departments will be 

occupied by young and intelligent people. Medicine, engineering, politics, 

physics are only few specializations where they can go. Here they can learn 

theoretical notions and will be taught how to apply them according to their 

future job. The research field is going to be an important part in each 

department since Arcturus will be not only a place for living, but a scientific 

one, too. 

3.7.6. Special needs education 

We have previously said that the people from our settlement will be selected 

according to some specific criteria. But over the years even if we take care of 

our citizens we can’t ignore the fact that mentally retarded children or people 

with physical disabilities may appear on our settlement.  

First of all a physical disability doesn’t always mean that the person has a lower 

IQ. On Arcturus they will have the chance to live a normal life. There will be 

special classes that will give them the opportunity to learn something and to be 

part of our community. They will have devices such as specially designed 

computer who will note everything during the classes if they can’t white, they 

can even lean their lessons from home if they can’t come at school. After 

finishing the school they can embrace a university career and can help people 

who are in the same condition.  

As for the mentally retarded children on our settlement there will be a 

programmer called “Young Arcturian Children” that will help them integrate 

into our society. They will be supervised by trained teachers who will give them 

the needed support by helping them to do their homework and so on. Those 

children will stay with their families but psychological therapy might be 

needed. 
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3.7.7. Public opinion 

Since the education system plays an important role on our settlement we 

thought that a survey might be a significant indicator regarding people’s 

thoughts. 

1. Do you think that students should have the possibility to choose between 

different subjects and to make their own schedule? 

 

 

 

2. Do you think children should use tablets or other devices that can replace 

the old books during their learning process? 

 

70% 

25% 

5% 

Yes No I don't know

75% 

25% 

Yes No
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3. How many children should study 

in one classroom? 

 

 

4. How many hours should a 

middle school student spent at 

school? 

 

 

 

 

9% 

74% 

17% 

Between 20-30 Between 15-20 Under 15

10% 

40% 

50% 

Under 6 No more than 6 Between 6-8
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4.1 Energy 

4.1.1 Nuclear reactor 

Energy on board Arcturus will be provided by a fusion reactor, built having ITER 

as a model. This way, vast amounts of energy will be readily available for all of 

the settlement’s needs. Starting a fusion process, however, is a difficult task, as 

the positive charges of the nucleons repel one another and the attractive 

forces exhibit only on ranges smaller than 10-16 meters. Therefore, in order to 

start a fusion reaction, we need to break the barrier given by the formula: 

 

  
 

    
 
     

 

     
 

Where 

 z1 and z2 are the atomic numbers of the two nucleons 

 Ra and Rb are the radiuses of the two nucleons 

 e is the elementary electric charge (e = 1.602 * 10-19 C) 

  0 is the permittivity of free space ( 0 = 8.856 * 10-12 F/m) 
 

We have decided to use    
  nucleons, because even though nuclear fusion can 

be started with protons alone, their small radius make the aforementioned 

barrier much more difficult to break. 

 

Breaking this barrier can be done in one of two ways. The first method is by 

heating  the gas up to a temperature of 109 K, thus converting it into plasma. 

Once this temperature threshold is reached, the fusion reaction should be able 

to sustain itself. Precautions must be taken though, to avoid contact between 

the plasma and the reactor’s walls, which will be done via a magnetic field. The 

second method consists of an extremely quick but extremely powerful laser 

pulse (<10-9 seconds), heating the gas up before it has time to disperse. 
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When two    
  nuclei fuse together they transform into a    

  particle and two 

high-energy protons, as described by the following reaction: 

 

   
     

     
     

           

 

The final result is a vast amount of energy and very little radioactive waste 

(several orders of magnitude below the quantity produced by a standard fission 

reactor) 

 

So far, neither of these technologies have been able to produce a self-

sustaining fusion reaction, but the results are promising and we are certain that 

by the time Arcturus is built, this technology will be stable and efficient enough 

to use. 

 

Analyzing average power consumption data in the USA we have concluded that 

the average person uses 12800 kWh every year. For a population of 10,000, the 

energy consumption adds up to 128 * 106 kWh per year. From the 

aforementioned reaction, we conclude that 7400 grams of    
  are enough to 

satisfy this need. Taking into account a 30% efficiency for our reactor, a total of 

24670 grams of    
  are needed per year. As the Moon can provide a total of 

500,000,000 tons of helium, Arcturus would have enough energy to last 2.03 * 

1010 years. 

4.1.2 Solar panels 

Over the past few years people have been trying to find different ways of 

producing electricity. The power of the waves, marine microbes, wind belts or 

trash had been used following only one simple target: electricity. 

Solar energy can be easier obtained in space because here there is properly no 

day-night cycle so energy will be used on our settlement to produce electricity. 

We will use 70 W solar panels for our residential area since they don’t need 
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more than that and for larger areas we will use polycrystalline panels since 

those are cheaper the hybrid ones. Arcturus Solar Industry will produce solar 

panels on our settlement since those need to be changed every 15-20 years. 

The research department from from this corporation will try to develop a new 

technology that will make them more resistant over the years. The gradient will 

be perpendicular to the sunbeams considering the fact that in this way they get 

maximum efficiency.  

 On Arcturus we will use hybrid solar panels because they produce more energy 

using a smaller surface. To produce hot water we will use parabolic mirrors 

installed on every tube made of cooper and aluminum oxide. A solar cooling 

system based on a fan will be used to reduce the temperature inside the house 

when it is required since this system doesn’t involve humidity.  

We will use organic photovoltaic cells that will be made of graphene connected 

to a polymer overlay. Those cells are not expensive, they are bendable and 

stable over the years. 

 

Storage 

Hydrogen will be the main component since it can be liquefied and will be kept 

in cryogenic tanks. But over the years this procedure may involve high costs 

and it will not be profitable anymore.  

That is the reason why Arcturus Solar Industry will use a different approach 

that involves the fastening of hydrogen over aromatic compounds such as 

toluene or benzene using catalysts such as nickel and chrome at almost 15 Pa 

and about 200 °C. Furthermore, catalytic dehydrogenation will be used to 

Storage 

place 
Electricity  

Impedance 
converter 

Solar 
pannel 

Solar ray 
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extract it from the molecule. At the end of the procedure chemicals come back 

to the initial condition and can be used for further storages. Latest researches 

have shown that hydrogen can be produced by decomposing water, reducing 

the necessary energy. By using this technique we can produce about 12.000 

tons of aromatic product per year. One of the main advantages of using this 

procedure is that it doesn’t involve high cost.  

4.1.3 Microorganisms 

Beside the main ways of producing electricity we believe that other 

nonconventional methods may be used on Arcturus. 

Microorganism can be a source of electricity for batteries. Those 

microorganisms will be collected from the wasted water resulted from Arcturi 

residents input. Germs feed them with veggies and animal junks and them 

secret electrons which can be used to charge inhabitant’s batteries. Also, the 

biomass from our garbage such as sucrose can be converted using 

microorganisms into methane or ethanol since those produce more energy. 

 

4.2 Recycling 

 

Over the last decades, the interest in recycling waste has significantly grown. 

People around the world have started to realize that the Earth’s resources are 

limited and there will be a moment when all that we are used to see around us 

will not be the same. If we pollute the water unconsciously, we will no longer 

have what to drink. All the metal used for constructions will, at some point, be 

completely gone. We keep clearing forests, but the rate of planting trees is 

lower. The techniques used to recycle materials have improved during the last 

20 years. The number of collecting centers in every urban area has dramatically 

increased.  

It is obvious that we cannot recycle everything. There will always be waste that 

cannot be reused. But the main purpose is to get that quantity as small as 

possible.  
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A settlement will start with a limited quantity of resources which have to serve 

our purposes for a long period of time. But if we throw away all that we have 

used, in short time everything will run out, which is not what we want. The key 

to maintain life using a limited amount of supplies is what is called “the three 

R’s for the environment”: recycle, reduce, reuse. They are the three important 

words which are the essence of survivability. Neither of these actions demands 

too much effort, but a small amount of responsibility from the settlers.  

For an efficient recycling process, it is important to separate the waste into 

categories. Each type of waste requires a different process to transform an 

object from its final state back to raw materials.  

Therefore, the recycling facility should operate multiple processes, according to 

materials, to obtain the most we can from every used item 

 

 

 

4.2.1 Plastic recycling 

What we commonly call plastic is a broad range of synthetic organic solids. 

They contain high molecular mass organic polymers, commonly obtained from 

processing petrochemical products, but some are also partially natural. 

There are multiple types of plastic objects, depending on the plastic polymer, 

thus each one needing a certain process for optimal recycling. 

 

Recycling 
facility 

Plastic 
recylcing 

Glass 
recycling 

Metal 
recycling 

Paper 
recycling 

Water 
recycling 
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Type of plastic 

polymer 

Properties Found in 

Polyethylene 

terephthalate 

(PET) 

Clarity, strength, 

toughness, barrier to 

gas and moisture. 

 Common bottles and jars. 

High-density 

polyethylene 

Strength, toughness, 

resistance to moisture 

Milk, juice bottles, grocery bags, 

some toiletry products bottles 

Polyvinyl 

chloride (PVC) 

Versatility, ease of 

blending, strength, 

toughness. 

Packaging non-food items, electrical 

cable insulation; 

Low-density 

polyethylene  

Ease of processing,  

toughness, flexibility, 

ease of sealing,  

Frozen food bags, squeezable bottles. 

Polypropylene 

(PP) 

Strength, toughness, 

resistance to heat, 

chemicals, grease and 

oil 

Plates, cups, food packaging 

Polystyrene 

(PS) 

Versatility, clarity, 

easily formed 

Egg cartons; disposable cups, plates, 

trays  

Other (often 

polycarbonate 

or ABS) 

Dependent on 

polymers or 

combination of 

polymers 

baby milk bottles, compact discs; 

lenses including sunglasses, 

prescription glasses,  

 

 

In our daily life, the most common form of plastic is the plastic bottle. It is used 

for storing beverages, because, unlike glass, it is lighter, does not break when 

acting with a certain force on it and is cheaper to produce. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Polyethylene_terephthalate
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Polyethylene_terephthalate
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/High-density_polyethylene
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/High-density_polyethylene
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Polyvinyl_chloride
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Polyvinyl_chloride
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Low-density_polyethylene
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Low-density_polyethylene
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Polypropylene
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Polystyrene
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Polycarbonate
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Acrylonitrile_butadiene_styrene
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However, this is not the case for our settlement.  Although it has some 

advantages, plastic recycling is not the most efficient process, so, in order to 

avoid unnecessary loss of material, we will try to replace it with glass as much 

as possible.  

Plastic objects will be taken to be cleaned for dirt or any other residual waste. 

Then, everything will be cut into small flakes, which, for additional cleaning, will 

go into a floating tank so that it separates from any remaining contaminants, as 

a result of different densities. The plastic flakes will undergo the solvolysis 

process, which will separate complex molecules into ones with lower molecular 

mass. 

 

4.2.2 Glass recycling 

 

From all around the settlements, glass waste will be collected into a large 

container. To save room, it will be crushed by large, moving platforms. Then, it 

will be washed using a mix of water and different detergents to eliminate all 

the grease or residue. Afterwards, the small pieces will be transported to a high 

temperature furnace to be melted. The resulting product will afterwards will be 

ready to be poured into molds to be reshaped into new objects. The melted 

glass can be mixed with sand for additional properties. 

It is not necessary to recycle all the items collected. Different kinds of bottles 

can just be cleaned and then repacked, because it is not necessary to destroy 

something just to create it back. Only the damaged bottles and items which 

cannot be reused will be recycled. 
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4.2.3 Paper recycling 

 

Collected paper will be mixed with water and chemicals to break it down, then 

it will be heated, in order to dismantle it further into simpler parts. The 

resulting cellulose strands will be strained through screens to remove any 

foreign materials, which could be found in the mixture. To make the process 

simpler, all the printers will use special, hydrophobic ink, so make an easier 

process of recycling. Paper fibers will be sunk into water, then air will be blown, 

and the bubbles containing the particulates will come to surface. Repeating the 

process a few times is an easy way of obtaining deinked paper pulp. The main 

problem of water recycling is that it be only done a finite number of times, as 

paper fibers get shorter each time. This would mean that a constant supply of 

cellulose fibers would be required, but it’s not something to worry too much 

about, because paper won’t be too much used, being replaced with electronic 

devices. 

 

4.2.4 Metal recycling 

 

Metal objects will be all round the new colony. So, we need to know how to 

reuse and recycle different objects. Metal, in its general sense, represents each 

chemical element which tends to form stable structure by losing one or more 

electrons. They have high density, good electrical and heat conductivity and 

high tensile strength. When recycling metal parts, it is preferable to sort 

everything and not melt everything together to obtain a mix of different 

metals. Sorting will take place in the recycling facility.  Waste will undergo a 

scanning process, after which robotic arms will put everything into categories, 

according to chemical elements found in structure, as well as properties.  This 

would allow us to perform an efficient process of recycling, and allowing us to 

make optimizations for each type of materials. The next step will be shredding 

the metal parts into tiny pieces, which will afterwards be sent to the melting 
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oven. After melting and cooling to normal temperatures, the resulting ingots 

will be transferred to the industrial facility, where they will suffer further 

processing to obtain a particular object. 

 

4.2.5 Water management 

 

Water is essential for living. Over 60% of human body mass represents water. 

On a space settlement, there are no water streams, unlike on Earth. So there is 

no water supply. We can transport it from our planet, but it is complicated and 

costs a lot of money to launch transport vehicles to bring fresh water supplies. 

But it is not viable.  

We will bring an initial quantity of water to suffice for all the inhabitants and 

the necessary industrial processes. An extra quantity, enough to suffice for a 

limited period, in case of emergency, will also be brought and stored into large 

tanks. 

A part of the water will be brought from the Moon, both from the Mining 

Facility, which represents the water used by people there during the mining 

and construction phases, but also from the ice located in the permanently 

shadowed craters at the Moon's poles.  

To be able to offer satisfactory living conditions, we can estimate the daily 

water consumption of a person on the settlement, for different activities, as 

shown below: 
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Task Quantity [liters] 

Hygiene 50  

Household chores ( cooking, washing 

dishes ) 

18 

Drinking 2 

Total 70 

 

For a population of 10.000, this means 700 cubic meters of water. 

An efficient and complete water recycling process must transform grey water 

into fresh, drinkable one. There are many processes that clean water from 

different particles or leftovers.   

Some have chemical action, others clear particles of different sizes. 

Water collected after usage will have different substances dissolved, like 

minerals, in case of urine, chemical agents, or small particles. Therefore, water 

will not undergo only one process, but a series of operations to ensure it is 

both chemically, as well as physically clean. 

Instead of using reverse osmosis, the most common process, when the water 

passes through a semi-permeable membrane against the osmotic pressure, 

with a high cost of energy, we can take advantage of the natural tendency 

to equalize the solute concentrations on the two sides of the semi-permeable 

membrane, and use carbon dioxide and ammonia in our “draw solution”. As 

the water passes through the membrane, it is purged of unwanted impurities, 

it gets on the other side of the membrane and it eventually heated, and the 

ammonia and carbon dioxide are recovered as gas.  

To kill microorganisms which cannot be removed using the membrane during 

the forward osmosis process, we will use an UV lamp made of a glass tube filled 

with argon and mercury and connected to two electrodes. As electrons pass 

through the tube, it heats up and radiates ultraviolet radiation. Certain 
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wavelengths are mutagenic for bacteria and viruses, but at 2357 Å it breaks the 

bonds between microorganisms, thus making them completely harmless.      

 This process occurs after the forward osmosis because any particle found in 

suspension in water may shield bacteria and pathogens from the UV radiation. 

Effectiveness of the process depends on several factors. The lamps wear out in 

time and must be periodically replaced. Their efficiency decreases in time.  

Water has to circulate while exposed to radiation. This way, each 

microorganism is exposed to UV light multiple times. This method is effective 

against most pathogen agents and continuous irradiation will break down even 

the resistant ones.  

After this process, hydrogen is also formed, in small quantities, but if we 

recycle a considerable amount of water, it can be useful as fuel. By burning, 

water is formed which will reenter the cycle.  

Water coming from toilets will undergo a slightly different succession of steps. 

After osmosis it will be subject to distillation, to guarantee its cleanliness, and 

then it will be exposed to ultraviolet radiation. Urine contains minerals which 

cannot be removed by forward osmosis. All the water will finally merge into a 

large tank, from which will be distributed to the population for use. 

 

Water 
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To regain the initial quantity of 

water, we must find a way to 

transform all the hydrogen coming 

from the UV purification. One of the 

easiest and most efficient ways to do 

so is by using fuel cells. 

A fuel cell is a device generally 

consisting of three main parts: 

anode, cathode and an electrolyte. It 

converts chemical energy into 

electrical energy using an oxidizing agent. There are various types of fuel cells, 

depending on the electrolyte used and other specific components. Each one 

has different advantages and disadvantages, related to operating temperature, 

durability, efficiency, thus making a large part not viable for our purpose. 

Therefore, we decided to use the alkaline fuel cell which consumes hydrogen 

and oxygen, to produce water, carbon dioxide, heat and electricity. It is the 

best choice because of it’s efficiency which rises up to 70%. 

 

 

The main reactions occurring are: 

a) At the anode: a redox reaction between hydrogen and oxygen. Hydrogen 

is reduced as it follows: 

       
         

   

 

The resulting electrons flow through an external circuit and arrive at the 

cathode, where oxygen is reduced: 

b)           
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Electricity is formed as a by-product. 

The electrodes are separated by a porous matrix which contains an aqueous 

alkaline solution, such as potassium hydroxide (KOH). If regular air is used, the 

matrix can become clogged, because the hydroxide reacts with the carbon 

dioxide found in the environment, forming potassium carbonate. There are a 

few main possibilities to make fuel cells viable: 

 

replacing the electrolyte after a 

specific time 

not viable because of limited 

resources 

use pure oxygen instead of air expensive 

static electrolyte - use an asbestos 

separator saturated in the electrolyte 

our choice 

flowing electrolyte – the electrolyte 

can move both parallel to the 

electrodes or in a transverse direction 

requires more space, cathode can be 

blocked by the potassium carbonate 

 

 

4.2.6 Air recycling 

 

Air must be continuously monitored because it is a vital factor in human life. 

Breathing air with a higher concentration of oxygen or a smaller one can have 

serious effects on human health. Therefore, its parameters have to be severely 

controlled to make sure no inhabitant develops medical conditions because of 

this.  

Without the necessary quantity of oxygen, our health has to suffer and, in its 

complete absence, we cannot live. It has a crucial role in metabolism. An 

improper metabolism leads to lack of immunity and ease of contacting viruses, 

which may result in serious health problems.  

Another important role of this chemical element is that it neutralizes harmful 

bacteria in our body, but, unlike pills or other medicine, it does not destroy the 

“good” bacteria.  
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Using sensors placed in each torus, we will know precisely all the properties of 

air, such as temperature, humidity, concentration of each other gases, 

pressure, etc., in different locations.  

Optimum conditions can be maintained using 2 main processes: ventilation and 

oxygenation.  

 

Ventilation systems will provide a continuous movement of the air. They will 

also contain filters to clean it from foreign bodies as it passes by. Electrostatic 

filters use charged panels to attract small particles floating in the air. A second 

type of filters will be UV filters, which mostly have medical purposes, will 

irradiate the air in order to kill different types of viruses or bacteria. This way, 

the air will be cleaner and human beings are exposed to a much smaller 

number of pathogen agents. 

 

As humans breathe, they consume oxygen and release carbon dioxide. If we do 

not do anything to maintain a constant level of oxygen, we cannot survive.  

We want to maintain a constant concentration of 20.95% oxygen, to resemble 

the one in Earth’s atmosphere, which allows a healthy development and 

normal living conditions. 

Plants use water and carbon dioxide and, under the action of sunlight, convert 

them into carbohydrates and oxygen. The amount of oxygen released by plants 

during photosynthesis is, however, not enough to sustain an entire colony. We 

can make this process take place artificially using a system containing multiple 

devices which mimic the photosynthesis done by plants.  

 

 

4.3 Agriculture 

 

The height of 50 meters of the agricultural sector will be divided into 

several floors. Each floor will have trays in which plants will be grown. Between 

them there will be paths for the robots to travel. We will have two types of 
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trays: the first type in which seeds are planted in gelatin and in which they will 

grow until they have roots and the second type where the freshly grown plants 

will be moved in. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

The agriculture will grow above the people, where we have smaller 

gravitational acceleration (g=9,046m/s2). We decided to do so because the 

plants are growing faster if they live in a small gravitational acceleration 

habitat. Moreover, we will also raise animals as 60% of a human’s alimentation 

is made of meat. We will raise a great variety of animals: cows, sheep and pigs.  

The smaller acceleration gravity will not greatly influence their growth. 

Their health will be carefully monitored at all times by specialists so that any 

virus that may appear in their habitat can be easily found and destroyed. If 

somehow one of the animals catches a disease, specialists will isolate him from 

other animals to stop the spreading. If the animal overcomes the disease, it will 

undertake a treatment and then released back into the farm. On contrary, 

because of the strict rules regarding the health of Arcturus inhabitants, they 

will be taken out of the food circuit and used for research. 

Our space settlement will be home of the most advanced and efficient 

agriculture methods. After spending lots of time researching, we decided that 

plants do best when grown in hydroponics and aeroponics systems. 
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 When using the hydroponic system, we grow the plants into a special 

designed “box”. It is made of 3 sections: 

 The lowest section consists in a water chamber. The water will be 

specially prepared to help the plant develop at its maximum potential. The 

chamber will also have a pump that will send the water toward the roots of 

plants. Essentially, this is the section that “feeds” the plants. The purpose of 

the middle chamber is to contain the air-water interaction of the end of the 

stem. Because it’s so close to the roots, the air has to be perfectly clean.  

The upper part of our “box” is where the plant will grow and develop. 

After reaching maturity, the plants are ready to be gathered. 

We will try to implement this system in every grocery store to make sure 

that everything will be as fresh as possible. You can see the benefits of this 

method in the image below: 

 

The images below show us a different way of using the hydroponic 

system in the superior level of our torus. This level will be dedicated to the 

research and development of agriculture.  

 

For using these machines, a squad of specially prepared robots is 

needed. The first type will be equipped with a thermostat, a humidity detector, 

a tactile sensor, a video camera and many more important devices. These 

robots will permanently supervise the well-being of our plants. The second type 
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will be similarly equipped as the first one. Its goal however is different. They 

gather the plants when they are ready to be harvested. 

           The tube you see has two roles. It handles all the statistical data 

regarding the growth of the plants and then sends it for further analysis. Its 

second role is to “suck up” all the gathered plants and send them further to the 

silos. 

 

 The advantages of the hydroponic system: 

-soil is not necessary  

-water is recycled after the growth process is finished 

-the richness in minerals and nutrients of the water is accurately calculated, 

thus making it more efficient then soil  

-plants are easier to gather 

-because no pesticides are needed, plants become a lot healthier. 

-it’s a clean and easy to use system 

The aeroponic system is 

based on a special designed box 

similar to the one of the 

hydroponic system. The difference 

between the two is that instead of 

keeping the roots in a constant 

flow 

of 

“enri

ched” water, we keep it in an environment 

saturated with a mist containing the same 

substances. For this system a really good 

ventilation system will be needed. That’s why we 

focused a lot on perfecting our aeration methods 
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Animals 

Our settlement 

will be 

equipped with 

the latest 

technology 

systems that 

will allow us to 

grow animals as 

efficient as 

possible. Using the traditional methods on Earth as a foundation for our new 

model we created something new. This system will provide animals with wide 

spaces to live but in the same time keep them 

secured and safe. 

 

To keep the environment as hygienic as 

possible we designed a special net the 

animals will walk on. It will let the water and 

food fall into a chamber hidden 

under the floor. All the residues will 

be mixed with water and then 

purified. A pump will periodically 

suck out the mixture and pour clean 

water back into the chamber. 
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The food will be slightly modified. With the help of scientists, we will calculate 

exactly what and how much food we shall feed our animals. This will vary in 

regard to the weight and type of animal. 

Similarly to our inhabitants, each animal will have its own medical record which 

will be updated after every diagnosis. 

     

 

Super seeds 

Considering the fact that we are in space we will have the opportunity to 

do some unconventional agriculture. By using previous methods we have 

managed to raise the efficiency of our agricultural system and we came across 

the idea of creating some super seeds.  

Extraction process 

Hidden chamber Special net 

The pump 

Container door 
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Having limited space in 

which to plant we want to 

maximize our potential 

crops. What would it be like 

if our fruits and vegetables 

would have more calories, 

proteins and vitamins? By 

using the knowledge of the 

best scientists we will try to 

genetically modified plants 

and create a new 

environment for them and 

our scientists will have full control on the temperature, humidity, nutrient 

quantity. 

We have managed to create a model of habitants where plants will grow under 
the careful observation of our scientists. 
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It has the shape of an aquarium made out of individually controlled 
components that encourage the growth of the plants. 
 
The thermic floor 
 
The first layer of this habitat consists out on the thermic () thermal floor which 
will ensure proper heat for the plants. 
 
The gelatin layer  
 
As previously demonstrated gelatin represents an efficient soil like layer easy to 
be utilized. 
 
The aquarium  
 
The aquarium is the chamber in 
which the plants live- its 
dimensions are 50x15x10m. 
The air filters -using the latest 
tech. in air recycling. The air that is 
produced is filtered and enhanced 
with nutrients in order to help the 
growth of plants. 
 
The humidity sensors  
 
The humidity sensors produce a constant measurement on readings like air 
humidity analyzing thus the data that they produce keeping a constant level on 
al readings. 
The observation chamber - Besides the direct readings from the sensors, 
scientists can also use this specialized room in order to get the proper readings. 
The chamber is located on the upper level of the aquarium and enables them 
to obtain a full analysis on its content in order to get a full picture on the 
subjects’ evolution 
RO - BIO - is a robot placed above the aquarium and it moves back and forth 
from one end of the room to the other for better observation. It is equipped 
with six high tech cameras that can also be used as a microscope. The scientists 
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can use RO- BIO for a down to more detail analysis on the evolution of the 
plants. 
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5.1 Research 
 

Due to its positioning far away from the Earth and its zero-gravity conditions, 
Arcturus has the unique chance of carrying out several scientific missions that 
could not be done (or easily done) here on Earth. These missions range from 
studying the influence of microgravity conditions on developing bodies, to 
testing out future technologies and even aiding further deep space exploration. 

5.1.1 Mission 1: The study of microorganism behavior in zero-
gravity. 

Several experiments performed on board the space shuttle have shown 
bacteria, specifically Salmonella, to act more virulent in space than the way it 
does on Earth. This “accident” has made us wonder about the effects of zero-
gravity on other microorganisms, particularly those that here on Earth do not 
cause much harm, such as the common cold. Arcturus will have special 
laboratories designed to contain and study the effects and development of a 
large range of microbes, over the course of time. The main studies conducted 
in these laboratories will be: 

 behavior of known dangerous microbes in conditions of microgravity 

 dangerous changes in behavior of otherwise harmless microbes 

 evolution of bacteria and viruses in zero-gravity 

 This research will help identify any potential future biological threat, as well as 
maybe shed some light on the way some of these organisms act, opening the 
way for better medical treatment in the future. 

 

5.1.2 Mission 2: The study of organism development in zero-gravity. 

As mankind further dwells into space exploration, humans will be more and 
more exposed to the effects of zero-gravity. Ultimately, when and if space 
colonies become a reality, people will be born and will develop in different 
gravitational conditions than those on Earth. As in the present day knowledge 
of how the human body develops and adapts to long periods of exposure to 
microgravity is limited, research in this domain will prove crucial in developing 
future space colonies and combating the negative effects of such a lifestyle. 
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What we currently know from recent experiments is that changes in the human 
body tend to occur at a cellular level, affecting the basic characteristics of cells 
such as division and attachment and influencing the metabolism of the human 
body and the functioning of immune cells. Studies have shown that in a few 
days of exposure to microgravity human cells are rendered unable to 
differentiate into mature cells. This poses real problems regarding the ability of 
living organisms to reproduce in outer space. A good example of this is bone 
cells. These cells must attach themselves to something after they develop, or 
they will otherwise die. On Earth, gravity is used as a guidance measure to 
direct the attachment place of these cells. This not only poses problems about 
bone growth in zero-gravity but also highlights the need of having artificial 
gravity induced as similarly as possible to natural one, to ensure the proper 
development of a human body. 

While the inhabited part of Arcturus will have artificial gravity, some parts of 
the settlement are intentionally left in zero-gravity, some in order for various 
engineering components to work, some for the purpose of research. Arcturus 
will have experiments conducted on various animals, such as birds and mice, in 
order to identify problems in organism development and aid researchers in 
finding solutions to these problems. As the main problems arise when coming 
from a low-gravity environment to one with normal gravity, animals that are 
kept for the whole duration of their life in microgravity should not be harmed 
in any way. The main areas of study of this mission are: 

 development of mammals, birds, fish and insects in low gravity 

conditions 

 alterations induced in the bodies of adult animals by prolongued 

exposure to microgravity 

 genetic and chemical solutions to microgravity-induced problems 

 

5.1.3 Mission 3: Studying laser propulsion 

When travelling vast distances through space, having an efficient means of 
propulsion is key to success. This efficiency usually reffers to how much energy 
a certain given fuel can provide per unit of mass per unit of time. This leads to 
huge investments in finding efficient rocket fuel for rockets nowadays. Even so, 
this method is highly inefficient as the majority of space rockets are fuel 
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containers, vast amounts of the substance being required to lift a minimum 
weight, resulting in huge costs. An alternative to this is transfering energy from 
a remote source to object we desire to move. Although this has certain 
limitations in independence and flight path, it can prove highly advantageous 
under certain circumstances. 

Such a technology is laser propulsion, more specifically Ablative Laser 
Propulsion. ALP uses an external laser pulse to burn off parts of a solid 
propellant on board the ship. Material is removed at very high speeds from a 
solid or liquid surface using laser ablation, either by evaporation or conversion 
to plasma. This method of propulsion is highly efficient due to its efficiency in 
both air and vacuum. 

As part of the technology on board Arcturus will already consist of high 
powered lasers for use in communication, laser technology can also be used to 
test this method of propulsion. Drastically reducing the costs of transportation 
and development of fuel, this technology could greatly aid Arcturus’ existing 
goal of providing building materials extracted from Mars by enhancing the 
transportation of these materials from the Red Planet to the settlement and/or 
to various other destinations in the Solar System. 
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5.1.4 Mission 4: Asteroid watch. 

Less of a scientific mission and more of a security measure, Arcturus will scan 
the sky for asteroids, looking for those that could prove a danger to itself, Earth 
or any other space settlement. Having a second observation point, considerably 
far away from the first gives us better chances of preventing a catastrophe or 
at least identify possible causes. 

5.2 Mysainun-Soheya Programme. Further study of the Messier 
catalogue. 

From its position in the Solar System, Arcturus provides a great alternative 
viewpoint to Earth, enabling us to study distant objects in the night sky. 
Because little is known about what lies beyond the Solar System, therefore 
having the opportunity of looking at outer space from another point of view is 
something unprecedented and unique and cannot be looked over. Our main 
targets for Project Mysainun-Soheya Programme are several objects in the 
Messier catalogue, specifically M1 and M82. 

M1, also known as the Crab Nebula is a remnant of the SN1054 supernova, first 
recorded by Chinese astronomers in 1054. Located 6500 light-years away from 
the Earth, the nebula has a diameter of 11 light-years and is home to one of the 
first pulsars discovered. The Crab Pulsar is a rapidly rotating neutron star, 
believed to be roughly 28-30 kilometers in diameter, its mass being estimated 
to be between 1.4 and 2 solar masses. The inconsistency about the Crab 
Nebula comes from the estimated mass of the progenitor star, estimated at 
around 2-3 solar masses. While the most consistent theory suggests that the 
remaining mass was carried away by fast stellar wind, this should have resulted 
in a yet undetetcted shell around the nebula. We hope that the Mysainun-
Soheya Programme sattelite will be able to either find traces of this shell or 
provide evidence to support some different theory, thus providing further 
information on supernovae and the formation of neutron stars and pulsars. 
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M82 is known as the Cigar Galaxy, a starburst galaxy located 12 million light-
years away from Earth, in the Ursa Major constallation. In 2010, astronomers at 
the Jodrell Bank Observatory in Manchester reported findings of an unknown 
object, whose radio signature was different from anything else previously 
observed. Although several theories about this object have been proposed, 
none entirely matches the observed data. The best theory so far suggest the 
object being a “micro quasar”, with high radio luminiosity but low, unusual X-
ray luminosity. We hope that through its collected data, Mysainun-Soheya 
Programme will be able to validate one of the existing theories or help build a 
new one, possibly documenting the existance of a yet unknown type of 
celestial body. 

Image  courtesy of : http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/0/00/Crab_Nebula.jpg 
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5.2.1 List of Mysainun instruments 

Mysainum’s instruments will be grouper into the satellite’s two main branches. 
The left one will be dedicated to cameras of all sorts, while the right one will be 
fitted with all kinds of spectrometers alongside various crucial sensors. 

Left arm 

Advanced Camera for Surveys (ACS) – this camera, also found aboard the 
Hubble Space Telescope, is one of the main imaging instruments of Mysainum. 
It consists of three separate and independent channels, each with its own 
purpose in picking up electromagnetic radiation in various parts of the 
spectrum. Below is the list of improvements from the version found on Hubble: 

 Wide Field Channel camera resolution increased from 16 megapixels to

64 

Image  courtesy of : http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/ commons/thumb/c/ce/ 
M82_HST_ACS_2006-14-a-large_web.jpg/1280px-M82_HST_ACS_2006-14-a-large_web.jpg

http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/%20commons/thumb/c/ce/
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 Increased High-Resolution Channel performance at analyzing

wavelengths lower than 350nm

 Increased Solar Blind Channel field-of-view from 25’’x25’’ to 30’’x30’’.

Ultra High Speed Photometer (UHSP) – an upgrade to Hubble’s existing 
photometer, this component measures the polarity and brightness of light 
coming from various objects in the night sky. It has been upgrade from its 
Hubble counterpart by: 

 Increasing the rate of measurement from once every 10 microseconds to

once every 5 microseconds

 Increased sensitivity and wider range in the near infrared spectrum

Wide Field Cameras – Mysainum will feature two cameras, designed for small, 
planet-sized objects and large, galaxy-sized objects respectively. The latter will 
feature a larger coverage of the electromagnetic spectrum. Upgrades from 
Hubble: 

 Resolution increased from 2048x4096 to 4096x8192 pixels

 Deeper coverage of the ultraviolet spectre, minimum wavelenght taken

to 100nm rather than 200nm.

Right arm 

Cosmic Origins Spectrograph (COS) – similar to its Hubble counterpart, this 
component studies the formation of the early Universe by analyzing ultraviolet 
electromagnetic radiation. This version, unlike the one found on the HST, will 
feature three channels ( 80-170nm, 150-250nm, 230-320nm) for better analysis 
and coverage of the spectrum. 

Ultra Deep Infrared Camera – an upgrade to Hubble’s Near Infrared Camera, is 
a component crucial to gathering information from the infrared spectrum. Its 
resolution will be increased from the original 256x256 pixels to 1024x1024 
pixels, allowing for an enhanced view. 

Guidance sensors – Mysainum will feature four guidance sensors: three will be 
used to lock and maintain the telescope onto its target of study (each sensor 
used for each coordinate in the XYZ plane) and one will have a role in position 
measurements. 
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Instrument Number 

Assembly 
cost 
(USD 

millions) 

Research 
Cost 
(USD 

millions) 

Total Cost 
(USD 

millions) 

Advanced Camera for 
Surveys 

x1 334 22 356 

Ultra High Speed 
Photometer 

x1 295 65 360 

Wide Field Cameras x2 171 37 416 
Cosmic Origins 
Spectrograph 

x1 352 51 403 

Ultra Deep Infrared 
Camera 

x1 337 72 409 

Guidance Sensors - - - - 
orientation x3 89 23 336 
astrometry x1 110 48 158 

Launch - - - 25 

TOTAL: 2463 
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6.1 Future expansion 

As an independent settlement, Arcturus will need to be able to 

expand, as any inhabited area naturally does on Earth. Starting with 

an original population of 10,000, we expect a fairly quick rise in 

demographics requiring our settlement’s capacity to be doubled. Due 

to the abundent resources found on Mars, material limit is not an 

issue, the only limiting factor remaining being transportation and 

assembly. Our settlement was specially designed with future 

expansion in mind, having a four step plan for future development: 

Step 1 

The lower cylinders will expand downward 
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Step 2 

The cross cylinder will start 

to be built, while further 

expansion of the lower ones 

is done. Simultaneously, 

work will start on the two 

top toruses. 

Step 3 

By the time the two top 

toruses are built, both the 

lower cylinders and the 

central one will be 

assembled and work will 

begin on the lower toruses 

and the central spherical    

section. 
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Step 4 

Once the two remaining 

toruses and the central 

component are finished, 

work will have already 

started on the final 

cylindrical sections, the 

last step in the Arcturus’ 

assembly. 

Image of the final 

settlement, after 

expansion. 

This way, multiple “copies” of the station can be built downward, 

expanding according to the needs of the ongrowing population. This 

method is extremely efficient as it allows people to move in 

immediately after the first two toruses are built, as work on the 

settlement’s sections is done independently. 
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6.2.Industry 

”A lot of people in our industry haven't had very diverse experiences. So 

they don't have enough dots to connect, and they end up with very linear 

solutions without a broad perspective on the problem. The broader one's 

understanding of the human experience, the better design we will 

have.”(Steve Jobs) 

a. Artificial food industry

As we have previously said on Arcturus there will be an artificial food 

industry. We can save some space by growing food in our labs. Who 

knows if people on our settlement will not need another type of food 

which has not been tested on Earth yet.  

The changing of the environment can cause things that we still do not 

know. Maybe the principles of human nutrition will change day by day. It 

is our duty to adapt our technology to the situations that may occur.  

We know that at the beginning it will be hard for humans to change such 

an old habit as food but we believe that, in time, we will reduce the 

surface where crops will be planted so that we can use this area for 

experiments and research.  

Procentage of different industries 

Artificial food Clothing industry Mining industry

Medical industry Tourism industry IT industry

Building industry Water management Energy industry

Robotic industry Journalism industry
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Arcturus will have its own research department that will study the 

human’s response to new types of food. Surveys will be held every 

month so that we can monitories the public opinion. Among the surveys 

a simple medical control might be necessary to see if there are any signs 

of new diseases as a response the new types of food.  

Although it this is not a new idea, our researchers will still be searching 

for the perfect pill which will include an entire meal. This will not be 

used every day but it will be efficient for those who will not have the 

necessary time for a lunch break.  When we described our medical 

system we said that we will use a 3D printer in order to imitate organs so 

that we will no longer need a donor. Arcturus Food Industry will use this 

device to produce different ingredients that we might need for other 

products.  

The same procedure used to multiply the in vitro meat will be also used 

to make other products such as eggs so that we will no longer need to 

kill animals or to keep them in captivity in order to get some food.  

b. Clothing industry  

Residents will no longer need warm clothing so cotton will be our 

primary choice.  But since we will need large surfaces to grow this 

material we will bring it from the Earth and will combine it with a 

synthetic one.  

By paying a fee people from different cultures can easily get from Earth 

the materials they need for clothing. Arcturus Clothes Industry will 

permanently get information from our planet regarding the latest 

fashion news. 

As for the scientific or engineering departments they will have specially 

designed clothes which will be mainly made of cotton. All of them will be 

made in a way to keep a certain level of temperature and humidity 

which should not get over 24 °C.  
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 On the other side workers who cannot be replaced by robots will also 

have their own costumes. For example beside his helmet, a welder will 

wear a set of clothes which will be covered by a fireproofing layer that 

will protect him from the high temperature. Also according to the job 

they are doing they can have phosphorescent pieces of textile so that 

they can see each other.  

Cotton is a fiber product known for his capacity of absorbing liquids. This 

textile needs sunlight to grow and will be placed in beamful area. 

Furthermore people will use devices such as small robots to take care of 

the crops. Small computers placed on the ground will be permanently 

indicate parameters such as temperature and humidity. 

c. Mining industry 
 
On Arcturus one of the most important industries will be represented by 
the mining one. In.... Chapter we explained the processes that will take 
place on the moon and we said that Arcturus and Earth will be 
permanently in touch. Every day people from the moon will send a 
detailed report to Arcturus and our planet where they will describe 
further problems that may occur in time.  
As we have previously mentioned in the communication chapter we will 
use the FSO technology to communicate with people from Mars or from 
Moon. People working in this industry will have the possibility to talk to 
people who will be sent there by using this fast, errorless and riskless 
system. 
On Arcturus each product extracted from the moon will be 
administrated in Arcturus department of resources and will be sent 
where it is needed.  
As we have previously said on Moon we can find aluminum which is a 
good conductor and due to its lightweight will be used in constructions 
or anywhere else where a light material is needed.  
Another material that can be found on Moon is calcium that will be used 
for in vacuum since recent studies have shown that it is conducts 
electricity better than aluminum or cooper.  
Due to the fact that titanium can be found in big quantities it will be 
used as primary material for buildings since it is stronger than aluminum.  
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Also our station will coordinate the transport of every product collected 
from the Moon to Arcturus and vice versa. Furthermore some people 
from Arcturus mining industry will take of those who will be working on 
moon so a partnership with the medical department is required. 

d. Medical industry

The main purpose of the medical industry will be the drugs. They will 
provide the necessary drugs to our hospital. There will be an evidence 
regarding the meds they will use on the settlement. Medical industry will 
be the link between the medical research department and Earth and 
they will coordinate the current researches regarding the new drugs 
developed on Arcturus. Our factory will provide the hospital and the 
research department with the necessary equipment for treating diseases 
and medical experiments. Although some of them will be produced on 
the settlement, others will be brought from Earth.  
As we have previously said nanotechnology will occupy an important 
place on Arcturus. Medical industry will provide hospitals with the 
necessary equipment for performing groundbreaking procedures or 
treatments. Every study trial will be also reported to Earth and a detailed 
description of the procedure is strictly required. 

e. Tourism industry

Tourism will be one of the primary ways of getting money o Arcturus. 

Rich people from Earth will pay a price for spending couple of days or 

more on our settlement. According to the price they are willing to pay 

we will give them different facilities such as various types of food or a 

room with walls made of glass. They will be able to visit the research 

departments and to play several games such as squash in microgravity 

conditions. 

 A team will be available all the time during their visit to satisfy their 

needs and to present the life on the settlement. Therefore there will be 

several holiday packs available on the Arcturus Space Holiday Agency 

where we will present all the required information. 
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In the future we believe that building a hotel that will be independent 

from the settlement will be a good idea because maybe someday 

travelling into space will not be such an out of the common road 

experience and we may need additional places.  

f. IT industry

IT industry will produce and will take care of our systems and devices. 

We will produce most of the necessary equipment on Arcturus. 

Telecommunications equipment will also be part of IT industry and we 

will permanently try to improve them. Internet and computer services 

will be linked to this industry along the electronics, software programs 

and other hardware components used on Arcturus.  

IT industry will also be involved in communications established between 

the settlement and Earth since they will mainly provide the required 

components and will monitories the quality of the conversations. The IT 

and the telecommunication system will be linked together. Electronic 

commerce will be another part of the industry. This structure will keep 

an eye on the things that will be demanded from Earth. Also each 

financial transaction made on Arcturus will be stored in an internal 

electronic base which will be deleted every five year and the IT industry 

will take care of the security of those transactions. Furthermore, each 

business concern will store on their own base e-mails and telephone 

conversations regarding business matters.  

g. Building industry

The main purpose of the building industry will be management of the 

materials used for building houses. They will provide workers with the 

necessary material and will calculate the exact required quantity.  

The building industry will also take care of the further architectural 

projects. They will keep an eye on architectural style of the settlement 

so that we will not have disharmonious buildings.  
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h. Water management

Water is one of the most important resources which can be found on 

Earth. Here we see it as an inexhaustible resource but we believe this 

thing may chance over the years. On the other side on Arcturus water 

will be undoubtedly regarded as a resource that should be wisely used.  

Water management industry will provide the tanks necessary for 

keeping the water brought from Earth to our settlement. This water will 

be used only in case of emergency. First of all, this industry will be linked 

to the mining one since most of the water will be acquired from the 

Moon. They will provide the necessary storage tanks that will be used to 

transport the water from the Moon to Arcturus.  

In the recycling chapter we said that water collected after usage will 

contain different substances that will make it undrinkable. The water 

industry will monitories the entire recycling process, providing the 

necessary equipment such as the UV lamp that must be periodically 

replaced and which will be used to kill microorganisms. 

i. Energy industry

Solar panels and the nuclear reactor will be used to produce electricity. 

The entire process will be supervised by the workers from this industry. 

The construction of the solar panels, the maintenance and the 

improvements that can be brought to this technology will be 

accomplished by trained engineers.  

j. Robotic industry

There will be permanently a connection between the robotic industry 

and the IT one because all the electronic components will be fixed in the 

IT department. If it is possible the resultant components will be used in 

further processes and will be recycled.  
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k. Journalism industry

Journalism industry will not only write papers or books. They will also 

coordinate the cinemas and the documentary industry. On Arcturus 

there will be a film company called ASFC (Arcturus Space Film Company) 

that will make documentaries regarding the life on the settlement, the 

newest discoveries. Those films will be assembled in the department of 

ASFC and will be distributed to Earth for educational purposes.  

On Arcturus there will be an online daily newspaper where there will be 

written information regarding the state of the settlement, future cultural 

events or new discoveries because we think that people should be 

permanently informed about what is happening on the settlement.  
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Costs 

Cost (millions of USD) Margin of Error (millions of USD) 

Research and Design 5500 ±200 

Lunar Mining Facility 

design 2000 ±100 

construction 1000 ±100 

operation 1000 ±50 

Materials 25000 ±2000 

Material Transportation 

from Earth 3500 ±200 

from the Moon 6500 ±300 

Assembly 2000 ±100 

Human Labor 2000 ±100 

Technology 5000 ±500 

Movement to Mars 2000 ±200 

Mars Mining Facility 

design 4000 ±300 

construction 3000 ±100 

operation 2000 ±400 

Research 10000 ±2000 

Mysainun 24630 ±3000 

Unpredicted Costs 20000 

TOTAL: 119130 ±9650 
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